
CHAPTER IVDIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OFDIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSIn 1963 E.N. Lorenz stated that a two-week forecast would be the theoreticalbound for predicting the future state of the atmosphere using large-scale numericalmodels [Lor]. Modern meteorology has currently reached a good correlation ofthe observed versus predicted for roughly seven days in the northern hemisphere,whereas this period is shortened by half in the southern hemisphere and by two-thirds in the tropics for the same level of correlation [Kri]. These di�erences aredue to a very simple factor: the available data density.The mathematical reason for the di�erences and for the overall long-term unre-liability of weather forecasts is the exponential scattering of ideal uid (or atmo-spheric) ows with close initial conditions, which in turn is related to the negativecurvatures of the corresponding groups of di�eomorphisms as Riemannian mani-folds. We will see that the con�guration space of an ideal incompressible uid ishighly \nonat" and has very peculiar \interior" and \exterior" di�erential geom-etry.\Interior" (or \intrinsic") characteristics of a Riemannian manifold are thosepersisting under any isometry of the manifold. For instance, one can bend (i.e.,map isometrically) a sheet of paper into a cone or a cylinder but never (withoutstretching or cutting) into a piece of a sphere. The invariant that distinguishesRiemannian metrics is called Riemannian curvature. The Riemannian curvature ofa plane is zero, and the curvature of a sphere of radius R is equal to R�2. If oneRiemannian manifold can be isometrically mapped to another, then the Riemanniancurvature at corresponding points is the same.The Riemannian curvature of a manifold has a profound impact on the behaviorof geodesics on it. If the Riemannian curvature of a manifold is positive (as fora sphere or for an ellipsoid), then nearby geodesics oscillate about one anotherin most cases, and if the curvature is negative (as on the surface of a one-sheethyperboloid), geodesics rapidly diverge from one another. Typeset by AMS-TEX207



208 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSIt turns out that di�eomorphism groups equipped with a one-sided invariantmetric look very much like negatively curved manifolds. In Lagrangian mechanics amotion of a natural mechanical system is a geodesic line on a manifold-con�gurationspace in the metric given by the di�erence of kinetic and potential energy. In thecase at hand the geodesics are motions of an ideal uid. Therefore, calculation ofthe curvature of the di�eomorphism group provides a great deal of information oninstability of ideal uid ows.In this chapter we discuss in detail curvatures and metric properties of the groupsof volume-preserving and symplectic di�eomorphisms, and present the applicationsof the curvature calculations to reliability estimates for weather forecasts.x1. The Lobachevsky plane and preliminaries in di�erential geometry1.A. The Lobachevsky plane of a�ne transformations. We start with anoversimpli�ed model for a di�eomorphism group: the (two-dimensional) group G ofall a�ne transformations x 7! a+ bx of a real line (or, more generally, consider the(n + 1)-dimensional group G of all dilations and translations of the n-dimensionalspace Rn : x; a 2 Rn; b 2 R+).Regard elements of the group G as pairs (a; b) with positive b or as points of theupper half-plane (half-space, respectively). The composition of a�ne transforma-tions of the line de�nes the group multiplication of the corresponding pairs:(a2; b2) � (a1; b1) = (a2 + a1b2; b1b2):To de�ne a one-sided (say, left) invariant metric on G (and the corresponding Eulerequation of the geodesic ow on G; see Chapter I), one needs to specify a quadraticform on the tangent space of G at the identity.Fix the quadratic form da2+db2 on the tangent space to G at the identity (a; b) =(0; 1). Extend it to the tangent spaces at other points of G by left translations.Proposition 1.1. The left-invariant metric on G obtained by the procedureabove has the form ds2 = da2 + db2b2 :Proof. The left shift by an element (a; b) onG has the Jacobian matrix� b 00 b�.Hence, the quadratic form da2 + db2 on the tangent space T(0;1)G at the identity is



x1. PRELIMINARIES IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 209the pullback of the quadratic form (da2 + db2)=b2 on T(a;b)G at the point (a; b). �Note that starting with any positive de�nite quadratic form, one obtains anisometric manifold (up to a scalar factor in the metric).Definition 1.2. The Riemannian manifold G equipped with the metric ds2 =(da2 + db2)=b2 is called the Lobachevsky plane �2 (respectively, the Lobachevskyspace �n+1 for x; a 2 Rn).Proposition 1.3. Geodesic lines (i.e., extremals of the length functional) arethe vertical half lines (a = const; b > 0) and the semicircles orthogonal to the a-axis(or a-hyperplane, respectively).Here vertical half lines can be viewed as semicircles of in�nite radius; see Fig.46.
a

b

Figure 46. The Lobachevsky plane �2 and geodesics on it.Proof. Reection of �2 in a vertical line or in a circle centered at the a-axis isan isometry. �Note that two geodesics on �2 with close initial conditions diverge exponentiallyfrom each other (in the Lobachevsky metric). On a path only few units long, adeviation in initial conditions grows 100 times larger. The reason for practicalindeterminacy of geodesics is the negative curvature of the Lobachevsky plane (itis constant and equal to �1 in the metric above). The curvature of the sphere ofradius R is equal to R�2. The Lobachevsky plane might be regarded as a sphereof imaginary radius R = p�1.Problem 1.4 (B.Ya. Zeldovich). Prove that medians of every geodesic trianglein the Lobachevsky plane meet at one point. (Hint: Prove it for the sphere; thenregard the Lobachevsky plane as the analytic continuation of the sphere to theimaginary values of the radius.)



210 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS1.B. Curvature and parallel translation. This section recalls some basic no-tions of di�erential geometry necessary in the sequel. For more extended treatmentsee [Mil3, Arn16, DFN].Let M be a Riemannian manifold (one can keep in mind the Euclidean space Rn,the sphere Sn, or the Lobachevsky space �n of the previous section as an example);let x 2M be a point of M , and � 2 TxM a vector tangent to M at x.Denote by any of f(x; �; t)g = f(�; t)g = f(t)g =  the geodesic line on M ,with the initial velocity vector � = _(0) at the point x = (0). (Geodesic linescan be de�ned as extremals of the action functional: � R _2dt = 0. It is called the\principle of least action.")Parallel translation along a geodesic segment is a special isometry mapping thetangent space at the initial point onto the tangent space at the �nal point, depend-ing smoothly on the geodesic segment, and obeying the following properties.(1) Translation along two consecutive segments coincides with translation alongthe �rst segment composed with translation along the second.(2) Parallel translation along a segment of length zero is the identity map.(3) The unit tangent vector of the geodesic line at the initial point is taken tothe unit tangent vector of the geodesic at the �nal point.Example 1.5. The usual parallel translation in Euclidean space satis�es theproperties (1){(3).The isometry property, along with the property (3), implies that the angle formedby the transported vector with the geodesic is preserved under translation. Thisobservation alone determines parallel translation in the two-dimensional case, i.e.,on surfaces, see Fig.47.
PFigure 47. Parallel translation along a geodesic line .In the higher-dimensional case, parallel translation is not determined uniquelyby the condition of preserving the angle: One has to specify the plane containingthe transported vector.



x1. PRELIMINARIES IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 211Definition 1.6. (Riemannian) parallel translation along a geodesic is a familyof isometries obeying properties (1){(3) above, and for which the translation of avector � along a short segment of length t remains tangent (modulo O(t2)-smallcorrection as t! 0) to the following two-dimensional surface. This surface is formedby the geodesics issuing from the initial point of the segment with the velocitiesspanned by the vector � and by the velocity of the initial geodesic.Remark 1.7. A physical description of parallel translation on a Riemannianmanifold can be given using the adiabatic (slow) transportation of a pendulumalong a path on the manifold (Radon, see [Kl]). The plane of oscillations is parallellytranslated.A similar phenomenon in optics is called the inertia of the polarization planealong a curved ray (see [Ryt, Vld]). It is also related to the additional rotation of agyroscope transported along a closed path on the surface (or in the oceans) of theEarth, proportional to the swept area [Ish]. A modern version of these relationsbetween adiabatic processes and connections explains, among other things, theAharonov{Bohm e�ect in quantum mechanics. This version is also called the Berryphase (see [Berr, Arn23]).Definition 1.8. The covariant derivative r��� of a tangent vector �eld �� in adirection � 2 TxM is the rate of change of the vector of the �eld �� that is parallel-transported to the point x 2 M along the geodesic line  having at this point thevelocity � (the vector observed at x at time t must be transported from the point(�; t)).Note that the vector �eld _ along a geodesic line  obeys the equation r _ _ = 0.Remark 1.9. For calculations of parallel translations in the sequel we need thefollowing explicit formulas. Let (x; �; t) be a geodesic line in a manifold M , andlet P(t) : T(0)M ! T(t)M be the map that sends any � 2 T(0)M to the vector(1.1) P(�;t)� := 1t dd� j�=0 (x; � + ��; t) 2 T(t)M:The mapping P(t) approximates parallel translation along the curve  in the fol-lowing sense. The covariant derivative r��� of the �eld �� in the direction of thevector � 2 TxM is equal to(1.2) r��� := ddt jt=0 P�1(t)��((�; t)) 2 TxM:Remark 1.10. The following properties uniquely determine the covariant de-rivative on a Riemannian manifold and can be taken as its axiomatic de�nition(see, e.g., [Mil3, K-N]):1) r�v is a bilinear function of the vector � and the �eld v;



212 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS2) r�fv = (L�f)v + f (r�v), where f is a smooth function and L�f is thederivative of f in the direction of the vector � in TxM ;3) L�hv;wi = hr�v;w(x)i + hv(x);r�wi; and4) rv(x)w �rw(x)v = fv;wg(x).Here h ; i is the inner product de�ned by the Riemannian metric on M , and fv;wgis the Poisson bracket of two vector �elds v and w. In local coordinates (x1; : : : ; xn)on M the Poisson bracket is given by the formulafv;wgj = nXi=1�vi @wj@xi � wi @vj@xi� :Parallel translation along any curve is de�ned as the limit of parallel translationsalong broken geodesic lines approximating this curve. The increment of a vectorafter the translation along the boundary of a small region on a smooth surface is(in the �rst approximation) proportional to the area of the region.Definition 1.11. The (Riemannian) curvature tensor 
 describes the in�ni-tesimal transformation in a tangent space obtained by parallel translation aroundan in�nitely small parallelogram. Given vectors �; � 2 TxM , consider a curvilinearparallelogram on M \spanned" by � and �. The main (bilinear in �; �) part of theincrement of any vector in the tangent space TxM after parallel translation aroundthis parallelogram is given by a linear operator 
(�; �) : TxM ! TxM . The actionof 
(�; �) on a vector � 2 TxM can be expressed in terms of covariant di�erentiationas follows:(1.3) 
(�; �)� = (�r��r���� +r��r�� �� +rf��;��g��)jx=x0;where ��; ��; �� are any vector �elds whose values at the point x are �; �, and �. Thevalue of the right-hand side does not depend on the extensions ��; ��; �� of the vectors�; �, and �.The sectional curvature of M in the direction of the 2{plane spanned by twoorthogonal unit vectors �; � 2 TxM in the tangent space to M at the point x is thevalue(1.4) C�� = h
(�; �)�; �i:For a pair of arbitrary (not necessarily orthonormal) vectors the sectional cur-vature C�� is(1.5) C�� = h
(�; �)�; �ih�; �ih�; �i � h�; �i2 :



x1. PRELIMINARIES IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 213Example 1.12. The sectional curvature at every point of the Lobachevsky plane(Section 1) is equal to �1. (Hint: use the explicit description of the geodesics inthe plane. See also Section 2 for general formulas for sectional curvatures on Liegroups.)Definitions 1.13. The normalized Ricci curvature (at a point x) in the direc-tion of a unit vector � is the average of the sectional curvatures of all tangential2-planes containing �. It is equal to r(�)=(n � 1), where the Ricci curvature r(�)is the value r(�) = Pi C�ei = Pi h
(�; ei)�; eii, calculated in any orthonormal basise1; : : : ; en of the tangent space TxM .The normalized scalar curvature at a point x is the average of all sectional cur-vatures at the point. It is equal to �=n(n�1), the scalar curvature � being the sum� = r(ei) + � � � + r(en) = 2 Pi<j Ceiej (see, e.g., [Mil4]).1.C. Behavior of geodesics on curved manifolds. From the de�nition ofcurvature one easily deduces the followingProposition 1.14. The distance y(t) between two in�nitely close geodesics ona surface satis�es the di�erential equation(1.6) �y + Cy = 0;where C = C(t) is the Riemannian curvature of the surface along the geodesic.In order to describe in general how the curvature tensor a�ects the behaviorof geodesics, we look at a variation �(t) of a geodesic  = 0(t). For each �su�ciently close to 0, the curve � is a geodesic whose initial condition is close tothat of . The �eld �(t) = dd� j�=0 �(t) (de�ned along ) is called the vector �eldof geodesic variation.Lemma{definition 1.15. The vector �eld of geodesic variation satis�es thesecond-order linear di�erential equation, called the Jacobi equation,(1.7) r2_� + 
( _; �) _ = 0:Proof. De�ne the vector �eld of geodesic variation �(t; �) for all geodesics ofthe family �(t) (with small �) as the derivative �(t; �) = dd� �(t). Then the �elds� and _ commute (f�; _g � 0) as partial derivatives of the map (t; �) 7! �(t).Using the properties of covariant di�erentiation listed above and the de�nition ofthe curvature tensor, we getr2_� = r _r _� = r _r� _ = �
( _; �) _:



214 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS �Assume for a moment that the curvature is positive in all two-dimensional direc-tions containing the velocity vector of the geodesic. A closer analysis of the Jacobiequation (or its analogy with the standard pendulum; see Proposition 1.14) showsthat the normal component of the vector �eld of geodesic variation oscillates witht. This means that geodesics with close initial velocities on a manifold of positivecurvature oscillate around each other (or locally converge); see Fig.48a. On theother hand, negativity in sectional curvatures prompts analogy with the upside-down pendulum and implies the exponential divergence of nearby geodesics fromthe given one; see Fig.48b.
C > 0

(a) (b)

C < 0

Figure 48. Geodesics on manifolds of (a) positive and (b) negativecurvature.Remark 1.16. For numerical estimates of the instability, it is useful to de�nethe characteristic path length as the average path length on which small errors in theinitial conditions are increased by the factor of e. If the curvature of our manifoldin all two-dimensional directions is bounded away from zero by the number �b2,then the characteristic path length is not greater than 1=b (cf. Proposition 1.14).In view of the exponential character of the growth of error, the course of a geodesicline on a manifold of negative curvature is practically impossible to predict.1.D. Relation of the covariant and Lie derivatives. Every vector �eld ona Riemannian manifold de�nes a di�erential 1-form: the pointwise inner productwith vectors of the �eld. For a vector �eld v we denote by v[ the 1-form whosevalue on a tangent vector at a point x is the inner product of the tangent vectorwith the vector v(x).Every vector �eld also de�nes a ow, which transports di�erential forms. Forinstance, one might transport the 1-form corresponding to some vector �eld by



x1. PRELIMINARIES IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 215means of the ow of this �eld and get a new di�erential 1-form. In�nitesimallythis transport is described by the Lie derivative of the 1-form (corresponding to the�eld) along the �eld itself, and the result is again a 1-form. This natural derivativeof a 1-form is related to the covariant derivative of the corresponding vector �eldalong itself by the following remarkable formula.Theorem 1.17. The Lie derivative of the one-form corresponding to a vector�eld on a Riemannian manifold di�ers from the one-form corresponding to thecovariant derivative of the �eld along itself by a complete di�erential:(1.8) Lv(v[) = (rvv)[ + 12dhv; vi:Here hv; vi is the function on the manifold equal at each point x to the Riemanniansquare of the vector v(x).Note that this statement does not require the vector �eld to be divergence free.Proof. Let w be a vector �eld commuting with the �eld v (i.e., fv;wg = 0).First, since parallel translation is an isometry,(1.9) Lahb; ci = hrab; ci+ hb;raci;for any vector �elds a; b; and c. Applying this to the �elds a = w; b = c = v, givesLwhv; vi = hrwv; vi + hv;rwvi: From this we �nd that(1.10) hrwv; vi = 12(dhv; vi)(w):Applying the isometry property (1.9) once more to a = c = v; b = w, we get(1.11) Lvhw; vi = hrvw; vi+ hw;rvvi:On the other hand, for commuting �elds v and w, property 4) of Remark 1.10implies(1.12) hrvw; vi = hrwv; vi:Substituting this into (1.11) we obtain thatLvhw; vi = hrwv; vi+ hw;rvvi:Using (1.10), we rewrite the above in the form(1.13) Lvhw; vi = hrvv;wi + 12(dhv; vi)(w):



216 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSNext, we use the identity(1.14) L�(v[(w)) = (L�(v[))(w) + v[(L�w);which expresses the naturalness of the Lie derivative: The ow of � transports the1-form v[, the vector w, and the value of the 1-form on this vector. (This is thereason why vector �elds are transported in the opposite direction in the de�nitionof the Lie derivative.)Applying (1.14) to � = v, we obtain(1.15) Lv(v[(w)) = (Lv(v[))(w);since Lvw = �fv;wg = 0. (Here we use the commutativity of v and w for thesecond time.)Note that by the de�nition of the map v 7! v[ one hasLv(v[(w)) = Lvhv;wi:Combining this with (1.15) and (1.13), we �nd that for any vector of a �eld wcommuting with the �eld v,(1.16) (Lv(v[))(w) = (rvv)[(w) + 12(dhv; vi)(w):At every point x where the vector �eld v is nonzero, it is easy to construct a�eld w commuting with v and having at this point any value. Hence the identity(1.16) implies Lv(v[) = (rvv)[ + 12dhv; vi;which proves the theorem.At the singular points v(x) = 0 there is nothing to prove, since both sides of therelation (1.8) are equal to zero. �Remark 1.18. One can take an arbitrary �eld w instead of the one commutingwith v, and then the formulas are slightly longer. Two commutator terms have to beintroduced at the two places where commutativity was used: The additional termhfw; vg; vi on the right-hand side of (1.12) cancels with the extra term hv;�fv;wgion the right-hand side of (1.15).This theorem explains the form of the Euler equation of an incompressible uidon an arbitrary Riemannian manifold M presented in Sections I.5 and I.7:



x2. SECTIONAL CURVATURES OF LIE GROUPS 217Corollary 1.19. The Euler equation@v@t = �rvv �rpon the Lie algebra g = SVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds is mapped by theinertia operator A : g ! g� to the Euler equation(1.17) @[u]@t = �Lv[u]on the dual space g� = 
1(M)=d
0(M) of this algebra. Here the �eld v and the1-form u are related by means of the Riemannian metric: u = v[, and [u] 2 
1=d
0is the coset of the form u.Proof. The inertia operator A : SVect(M) ! 
1=d
0 sends a divergence-free�eld v to the 1-form u = v[ considered up to the di�erential of a function. Bythe above theorem, it also sends the covariant derivative rvv to the Lie derivativeLvu modulo the di�erential of another function. Hence the Euler equation for the1-form u assumes the form @u@t = �Lvu� df;with the function f = p � 12 hv; vi. It is equivalent to Equation (1.17) for the coset[u]. �x2. Sectional curvatures of Lie groupsequipped with a one-sided invariant metricLet G be a Lie group whose left-invariant metric is given by a scalar producth ; i in the Lie algebra. The sectional curvature of the group G at any point isdetermined by the curvature at the identity (since by de�nition, left translationsmap the group to itself isometrically). Hence, it su�ces to describe the curvaturesfor the two-dimensional planes lying in the Lie algebra g = TeG.Theorem 2.1 [Arn4]. The curvature of a Lie group G in the direction deter-mined by an orthonormal pair of vectors �; � in the Lie algebra g is given by theformula(2.1) C�� = h�; �i + 2h�; �i � 3h�;�i � 4hB�; B�i;



218 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSwhere 2� = B(�; �) +B(�; �); 2� = B(�; �) �B(�; �)2� = [�; �]; 2B� = B(�; �); 2B� = B(�; �);(2.2)and where [ ; ] is the commutator in g, and B is the bilinear operation on g de�nedby the relation hB(u; v); wi = hu; [v;w]i (see Chapter I).Remark 2.2. In the case of a two-sided invariant metric, the formula for thecurvature has the particularly simple form(2.3) C�� = 14 h[�; �]; [�; �]i:In particular, in this case the sectional curvatures are nonnegative in all two-dimensional directions.Remark 2.3. The formula for the curvature of a group with a right-invariantRiemannian metric coincides with the formula in the left-invariant case. In fact, aright-invariant metric on a group is a left-invariant metric on the group with thereverse multiplication law (g1 ? g2 = g2g1). Passage to the reverse group changesthe signs of both the commutator and the operation B in the algebra. But inevery term of the curvature formula there is a product of two operations changingthe sign. Therefore, the formula for curvature is the same in the right-invariantcase. The right-hand side of the Euler equation changes sign under passage to theright-invariant case.The mapping of the group G to itself, sending each element g to the inverseelement g�1, is an involution preserving the identity element. It sends any left-invariant metric on the group to the corresponding right-invariant metric (de-�ned on the Lie algebra by the same quadratic form). Hence the group with theleft-invariant metric is isometric to the same group with the corresponding right-invariant metric.To give the coordinate expression for the curvature, choose an orthonormal basise1; : : : ; en for the left-invariant vector �elds. The Lie algebra structure can bedescribed by an n�n�n array of structure constants �ijk where [ei; ej ] = Pk �ijkek,or, equivalently, �ijk = h[ei; ej ]; eki. This array is skew-symmetric in the �rst twoindices. Then Theorem 2.1 claims the following:Theorem 2.10(see [Mil4]). The sectional curvature Ce1e2 is given by the for-mula Ce1e2 =Xk �12�12k (��12k + �2k1 + �k12)�(2.4) �14 (�12k � �2k1 + �k12) (�12k + �2k1 � �k12)� �k11�k22:



x2. SECTIONAL CURVATURES OF LIE GROUPS 219Remark 2.4. Before proving the theorem we give here an account of notewor-thy facts about left-invariant metrics on Lie groups that can be formulated in acoordinate-free way (and some have in�nite-dimensional counterparts). We refer to[Mil4] for all the details.{ If � belongs to the center of a Lie algebra, then for every left-invariantmetric, the inequality C�� � 0 is satis�ed for all � (cf. Section VI.1.A onthe Virasoro algebra).{ If a connected Lie group G has a left-invariant metric with all sectionalcurvatures C � 0, then it is solvable (example: a�ne transformations ofthe line; see Section 1.A).{ If G is unimodular (i.e., the operators adu are traceless for all u 2 g), thenany such metric with C � 0 must actually be at (C � 0) (cf. RemarkII.4.14).{ Every compact Lie group admits a left invariant (and in fact, a bi-invariant)metric such that all sectional curvatures satisfy C � 0 (cf. Remark 2.2above).{ If the Lie algebra of G contains linearly independent vectors �; �; � satisfy-ing [�; �] = �, then there exists a left-invariant metric such that the Riccicurvature r(�) is strictly negative, while the Ricci curvature r(�) is strictlypositive. For instance, one can de�ne such a metric on SO(3), the con�gu-ration space of a rigid body, such that a certain Ricci curvature is negative!{ (Wallach) If the Lie group G is noncommutative, then it possesses a left-invariant metric of strictly negative scalar curvature.{ If G contains a compact noncommutative subgroup, then G admits a left-invariant metric of strictly positive scalar curvature [Mil4].Proof of Theorem 2.1. To obtain explicit formulas for sectional curvaturesof the group G we start by expressing the covariant derivative in terms of theoperation B (or of the array �ijk).Lemma 2.5. Let � and � be two left-invariant vector �elds on the group G.Then the vector �eld r�� is also left-invariant and at the point e 2 G is given bythe following formula:(2.5) r�� je= 12([�; �]�B(�; �) �B(�; �));where on the right-hand side, � and � are vectors in g = TeG de�ning the corre-sponding left-invariant �elds on G.



220 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSIn coordinates,(2.50) reiej =Xk 12(�ijk � �jki + �kij)ek:Proof of Lemma. Parallel transport on a Riemannian manifold preserves theinner product ha; bi. On the other hand, the left-invariant product ha; bi of anyleft-invariant �elds a and b is constant. Therefore, for any c, the operator rc isantisymmetric on left-invariant �elds:hrca; bi + hrcb; ai = 0:Furthermore, for the covariant derivative on a Riemannian manifold the following\symmetry" condition holds (see Remark 1.10):rca �rac = fc; ag:Recall that on a Lie group, the Poisson bracket f ; g of the left-invariant vector�elds a and c coincides at e 2 G with the commutator [ ; ]g in the Lie algebra:(2.6) fa; cg je= [a; c]g:The Poisson bracket of two right-invariant vector �elds has the opposite sign (seeRemark I.2.13 or [Arn4]).Combining the above identities, we obtain the formulahr��; �i = 12(h[�; �]; �i � h[�; �]; �i+ h[�; �]; �i);easily seen to be equivalent to (2.5). For the orthonormal basis e1; : : : ; en, it imme-diately implies hreiej ; eki = 12(�ijk � �jki + �kij):This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. �Finally, the coordinate expression (2.4) for sectional curvature is a straightfor-ward consequence of formulas (1.4), (2.50), and (2.6). Theorem 2.10 is proved. �Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.5 is deduced in [Arn4] from the Euler equation _� =B(�; �) (see Chapter I).Consider a neighborhood of the point 0 in the Lie algebra g as a chart of aneighborhood of the unit element e in the group using the exponential map exp :g ! G. It sends t� to the element exp(t�) of the one-parameter group starting at



x2. SECTIONAL CURVATURES OF LIE GROUPS 221t = 0 from e with initial velocity �. (We leave aside the di�culties of this approachin the in�nite-dimensional case, where the image of the exponential mapping doesnot contain the neighborhood of the group unit element.) The exponential mappingidenti�es the tangent spaces of the group TgG with the Lie algebra g.The Euler equation implies that the geodesic line on the group has, in our coor-dinates, the following expansion in t:(0; �; t) = t� + t22 B(�; �) +O(t3); t! 0:Then the approximate translationP(�;t)� = 1t dd� j�=0 (0; � + ��; t) 2 T(t)g = gof a vector � 2 T0g = g is explicitly given by(2.7) P(�;t)� = � + t2(B(�; �) +B(�; �)) +O(t2):By de�nition, the covariant derivative (in the direction � 2 g) of the left-invariantvector �eld on the group G determined by the vector � 2 g is(2.8) r�� = ddt jt=0 P�1(�;t)L(�;t)�;where on the left-hand side, � stands for the corresponding left-invariant vector�eld on G.Note that for any Lie group G the operator of left translation by group elementsexp a close to the identity (i.e., as jaj ! 0) acts on the Lie algebra g (considered asa chart of the group) as follows:(2.9) La� = � + 12[a; �] +O(a2):Indeed, the general case of any Lie group follows from the calculus on matrix groups:exp a � exp b = exp�a + b + 12[a; b] +O(a2) +O(b2)�for any Lie algebra elements a; b! 0. Setting b = �t; t! 0; jaj ! 0, we getexp a � exp �t = exp �a+�� + 12[a; �] +O(a2)� t+O(t2)� ;which is equivalent to (2.9).



222 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSNow, substituting into (2.8) the expressions (2.7) for P and (2.9) for the lefttranslation L�, we get the following:r�� = ddt jt=0 P�1(�;t)(� + t2 [�; �] +O(t2))= ddt jt=0 �� + t2([�; �]�B(�; �) �B(�; �)) +O(t2)� : �Theorem 2.1 can now be proven in the following coordinate-free way (see [Arn4]).Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let �; � be left-invariant vector �elds on the groupG. Then the �elds f�; �g; r��, and r�� are left-invariant as well. The formula(2.5), combined with the notations (2.2), gives the following values of these vector�elds at the identity Id 2 G:r�� = �2B�; r�� = �� �;r�� = �2B�; r�� = �(�+ �):(2.10)Now, in order to evaluate the terms in (1.4), we use these expressions along withthe skew symmetry of r to obtainh�r�r��; �i = hr��;r��i = �h�� �; �+ �i;hr�r��; �i = hr��;r��i = �4 hB�; B�i:(2.11)Moreover, by virtue of (2.6),hrf�;�g�; �i = hr[�;�]�; �i= 12 h[[�; �]; �]; �i � 12 hB([�; �]; �); �i � 12hB(�; [�; �]); �i= �2h�;�i + 2h�; �i:(2.12)Finally, incorporating (2.10-2.12) into the de�nition (1.3-1.4) of sectional curvature,we get C�� = �h�� �; �+ �i � 4hB�; B�i � 2h�;�i + 2h�; �i;which is equivalent to (2.1). This completes the proof. �



x3. GEOMETRY OF THE GROUP OF TORUS DIFFEOMORPHISMS 223x3. Riemannian geometry of the group ofarea-preserving di�eomorphisms of the two-torus3.A. The curvature tensor for the group of torus di�eomorphisms. Thecoordinate-free formulas for the sectional curvature allow one to apply them to thein�nite-dimensional case of groups of di�eomorphisms. The numbers that we obtainby applying the formula for the curvature of a Lie group to these in�nite-dimensionalgroups are naturally called the curvatures of the di�eomorphism groups. We de-scribe in detail the case of area-preserving di�eomorphisms of the two-dimensionaltorus and review the results for the two-sphere (the S2 case is of special interestbecause of its relation to atmospheric ows and weather predictions), for the n-dimensional torus Tn (the T 3 case is important for stability analysis of the ABCows), for a compact two-dimensional surface, and for any at manifold.We start with the two-dimensional torus T 2 equipped with the Euclidean metric:T 2 = R2=�, where � is a lattice (a discrete subgroup) in the plane, e.g., the set ofpoints with integral coordinates.Consider the Lie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds on the torus with asingle-valued stream function (or a single-valued Hamiltonian function, with respectto the standard symplectic structure on T 2 given by the area form). The corre-sponding group S0Di�(T 2) consists of area-preserving di�eomorphisms isotopic tothe identity that leave the \center of mass" of the torus �xed.Remark 3.1. The subgroup S0Di�(T 2) is a totally geodesic submanifold of thegroup SDi�(T 2) of all area-preserving di�eomorphisms; that is, any geodesic onS0Di�(T 2) is a geodesic in the ambient group. This follows from the momentumconservation law: If at the initial moment the velocity �eld of an ideal uid hasa single-valued stream function, then at all other moments of time the streamfunction will also be single-valued. (Note that a similar statement holds in themore general case of a manifold M with boundary: The two Lie subgroups inSDi�(M) corresponding to the Lie subalgebras of exact (g0) and semiexact (gse)vector �elds (see Remark I.7.15) form totally geodesic submanifolds in the Lie groupof all volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of M .)The right-invariant metric on the group SDi�(T 2) is de�ned by the (doubled)kinetic energy: Its value at the identity of the group on a divergence-free vec-tor �eld v 2 SVect(T 2) is hv; vi = RT2(v; v) d2x. We will describe the sectionalcurvatures of the group S0Di�(T 2) in various two-dimensional directions passingthrough the identity of the group. The curvatures of S0Di�(T 2) and SDi�(T 2) inthese directions are the same, since the submanifold S0Di�(T 2) is totally geodesic.



224 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSThe divergence-free vector �elds that constitute the Lie algebra S0Vect(T 2) ofthe group S0Di�(T 2) can be described by their stream (i.e., Hamiltonian) functionswith zero mean (v = �Hy@=@x+Hx@=@y). Thus in the sequel the set S0Vect(T 2)will be identi�ed with the space of real functions on the torus having average valuezero. It is convenient to de�ne such functions by their Fourier coe�cients and tocarry out all calculations over C .We now complexify our Lie algebra, inner product h ; i, commutator [ ; ], andthe operation B in the algebra, as well as the Riemannian connection and curvaturetensor 
, so that all these operations become (multi-)linear in the complex vectorspace of the complexi�ed Lie algebra.To construct a basis of this vector space we let ek (where k, called a wave vector,is a point of the Euclidean plane) denote the function whose value at a point x ofour plane is equal to ei(k;x).This determines a function on the torus if the inner product (k; x) is a multipleof 2� for all x 2 �. All such vectors k belong to a lattice �� in R2, and the functionsfek j k 2 ��; k 6= 0g form a basis of the complexi�ed Lie algebra.Theorem 3.2 [Arn4,16]. The explicit formulas for the inner product, commu-tator, operation B, connection, and curvature of the right-invariant metric on thegroup S0Di�(T 2) have the following form:hek; e`i = 0 for k + ` 6= 0(3.1a) hek; e�ki = k2S;[ek; e`] = (k � `)ek+` where k � ` = k1`2 � k2`1;(3.1b) B(ek; e`) = bk;`ek+` where bk;` = (k � `) k2(k + `)2 ;(3.1c) reke` = d`;k+`ek+` where du;v = (v � u)(u; v)v2 ;(3.1d) 
k;`;m;n := h
(ek; el)em; eni = 0 if k + `+m+ n 6= 0(3.1e) 
k;`;m;n = (a`nakm � a`makn)S if k + `+m+ n = 0;where auv = (u� v)2ju+ vj :(3.1f)In these formulas, S is the area of the torus, and u� v the (oriented) area of theparallelogram spanned by u and v. The parentheses (u; v) denote the Euclideanscalar product in the plane, and angled brackets denote the scalar product in theLie algebra.We postpone the proof of this theorem, as well as of the corollaries below, untilthe next section. The formulas above allow one to calculate the sectional curvaturein any two-dimensional direction.



x3. GEOMETRY OF THE GROUP OF TORUS DIFFEOMORPHISMS 225Example 3.3. Consider the parallel sinusoidal steady uid ow given by thestream function � = cos(k; x) = (ek + e�k)=2. Let � be any other real vector of thealgebra S0Vect(T 2) (i.e., � = �x`e` with x�` = �x`).Theorem 3.4. The curvature of the group S0Di�(T 2) in any two-dimensionalplane containing the direction � is(3.2) C�� = �S4 X̀ a2k`jx` + x`+2kj2;and therefore nonpositive.Corollary 3.5. The curvature is equal to zero only for those two-dimensionalplanes that consist of parallel ows in the same direction as �, such that [�; �] = 0.Corollary 3.6. The curvature in the plane de�ned by the stream functions� = cos(k; x) and � = cos(`; x) is(3.3) C�� = �(k2 + `2) sin2 � � sin2 �=4S;where S is the area of the torus, � is the angle between k and `, and � is the anglebetween k + ` and k � `.Corollary 3.7. The curvature of the area-preserving di�eomorphism group ofthe torus f(x; y) mod 2�g in the two-dimensional directions spanned by the velocity�elds (sin y; 0) and (0; sinx) is equal to C = �1=(8�2).Remark 3.8. These calculations show that in many directions the sectionalcurvature is negative, but in a few it is positive. The stability of the geodesicis determined by the curvatures in the directions of all possible two-dimensionalplanes passing through the velocity vector of the geodesic at each of its points (theJacobi equation).Any uid ow on the torus is a geodesic of our group. However, calculationssimplify noticeably for a stationary ow. In this case the geodesic is a one-parametersubgroup of our group. Then the curvatures in the directions of all planes passingthrough velocity vectors of the geodesic at all of its points are equal to the curvaturesin the corresponding planes going through the velocity vector of this geodesic atthe initial moment of time. To prove it, (right-) translate the plane to the identityelement of the group. Thus, stability of a stationary ow depends only on thecurvatures in those two-dimensional planes in the Lie algebra that contain thevelocity �eld of the steady ow.



226 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS3.B. Curvature calculations.Proof of Theorem 3.2. Formula (3.1a) is an immediate consequence of thede�nition. Statement (3.1b) follows from the version of (2.6) for right-invariant�elds: fa; cg je= �[a; c]g. Moreover, combining (3.1b) with the de�nition of B, wecome to the relation(3.4) hB(ek ; e`); emi = (`�m)he`+m; eki:Further, application of (3.1a) shows that B(ex; e`) is orthogonal to em for k+`+m 6=0. Thus, B(ek; e`) = bk;`ek+`. Expression (3.1c) follows from (3.1a) and (3.4) form = �k � `.Now, formulas (3.1b,c) along with expression (2.5) for the covariant derivativeimply that reke` = 12(k � `)�1� k2 � `2(k + `)2� ek+`:This implies (3.1d) after the evident simpli�cation12 �1� k2 � `2(k + `)2� = (`; k + `)(k + `)2 :In order to �nd the curvature tensor (1.3), we �rst compute from (3.1d)rekre`em = d`+m;k+`+mdm;`+mek+`+m;r[ek;e`]em = (k � `)dm;k+`+mek+`+m:Along with (3.1a) this implies that 
k;`;m;n = 0 for k + `+m+ n 6= 0, and
k;`;m;n = (dk+m;ndn;k+n � d`+m;ndm;`+n + (k � `)dm;n)n2Sfor k + `+m + n = 0 (note that du;v is symmetric in u and v due to (3.1d)). Weleave to the reader the reduction of this identity to the form (3.1e). �Proof of Theorem 3.4. To derive formula (3.2), we substitute � = ek+e�k2and � = P̀x`e` intoC�� = h
(�;�)�; �i= 14 X̀(
k;`;k;�2k�`x`x�2k�` + 
�k;`;�k;2k�`x`x2k�`+ 
k;`;�k;�`x`x�` + 
�k;`;k;�`x`x�`):



x3. GEOMETRY OF THE GROUP OF TORUS DIFFEOMORPHISMS 227Taking into account the relations (3.1e-f) of Theorem 3.2, one obtains the coef-�cients of this quadratic form:
k;`;k;�2k�` = 
�k;`;k;�` = �a2k;`S
k;`;�k;�` =
�k;`;�k;2k�` = �a2k;�`S:Then the form C�� for the orthonormal vectors � and � becomesh
(�; �)�; �i = �S4 X̀[a2k;`(x`x�2k�` + x`x�`) + a2k;�`(x`x2k�` + x`x�`)]= �S4 X̀ a2k;`(x`x�2k�` + x`x�` + x`+2kx�` + x`+2kx�`�2k);where the last identity is due to a2k;�` = a2k;`�2k (see (3.1f)). Finally, from thereality condition x�j = �xj , we getC�� = �S4 X̀ a2k;`(x`�x`+2k + x`�x` + x`+2k�x` + x`+2k�x`+2k);which is equivalent to (3.2). �Proof of Corollary 3.6. By de�nition the sectional curvature in the planespanned by a pair of orthogonal vectors � and � isC�;� = h
(�; �)�; �ih�; �ih�; �i :For our choice of � and � we have h�; �i = k2S=2, h�; �i = l2S=2, and x` = x�` = 12 .Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 3.4 and (3.1f), one obtainsh
(�; �)�; �i = �S8 (a2k;` + a2k;�`):Moreover, the explicit expression (3.1f) gives the identitya2k;` + a2k;�` = (k � `)4� 1h2+ + 1h2�� ;with h� := k � `. This, in turn, can be written asa2k;` + a2k;�` = (k � `)2(h+ � h�)22h2+h2� (k2 + `2);where we made use of the evident relations h2+ + h2� = 2(k2 + `2) and h+ � h� =�2(k � `). Putting all the above together and substituting (k � `)2 = k2`2 sin2 �,(h+ � h�)2 = h2+h2� sin2 �, we obtain formula (3.3) of the corollary. �



228 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSx4. Di�eomorphism groups and unreliable forecasts4.A. Curvatures of various di�eomorphism groups. For an arbitrary com-pact n-dimensional closed Riemannian manifold M , the curvatures of the di�eo-morphism group S0Di�(M) were calculated by Lukatsky [Luk5] (see also [Smo2]).We refer to [Luk3] for computations of the curvature tensor for the di�eomorphismgroup of any compact two-dimensional surface (the case of the two-dimensionalsphere S2, important for meteorological applications, can be found in [Luk1, Yo])and to [Luk4] for those of a locally at manifold (the case of the at n-dimensionaltorus was treated in [Luk2]; see also explicit formulas for T 3 in [KNH]).Riemannian geometry and curvatures of the semidirect product groups, relevantfor ideal magnetohydrodynamics, are considered in [Ono]. In [Mis3] the curvaturesof the group of all di�eomorphisms of a circle are discussed. The latter group,as well as its extension called the Virasoro group, is the con�guration space ofthe Korteweg{de Vries equation; see Section VI.1.A. The geometry of bi-invariantmetrics and geodesics on the symplectomorphism groups was studied in [Don].Another way of investigating the Riemannian geometry of the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms is to embed it as a submanifold in the group of alldi�eomorphisms of the manifold and then to study the exterior geometry of thecorresponding submanifold (see Section 5 below).Keeping in mind applications to weather forecasting, we look �rst at the groupSDi�(S2) of di�eomorphisms preserving the area on a standard sphere S2 � R3 =fx; y; zg. Consider the following two steady ows on S2: the rotation �eld u =(�y; x; 0) and the nonrealistic \tradewind current" v = z � (�y; x; 0), Fig.49 (thereal tradewind current has the same direction in the northern and southern hemi-spheres).It was proved in [Luk1] that the sectional curvatures Cuw in all two-planes con-taining u are nonnegative for every �eld w 2 SVect(S2), while for two-planes con-taining the �eld v the curvatures Cvw are negative for \most" directions w. Noticethat the nonrealistic tradewind current v is a \spherical counterpart" of the parallelsinusoidal ow on the torus � = (sin y; 0) (see statements 3.4-3.7 above).In the case of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of a three-dimensional domainM � R3 of Euclidean space (most important for hydrodynamics), the Jacobi equa-tion was used by Rouchon to obtain the following information on the sectionalcurvatures of the di�eomorphism group.Definition 4.1 [Rou2]. A divergence-free vector �eld on M is said to be aperfect eddy if it is equal to the velocity �eld of a solid rotating with a constantangular velocity around a �xed axis (in particular, the vorticity is constant). Such



x4. DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS AND UNRELIABLE FORECASTS 229
z

x
yFigure 49. The velocity pro�le of the tradewind current on the sphere.a uid motion is possible if and only if the domain M admits an axis of symmetry.Theorem 4.2 [Rou2]. If the velocity �eld v(t) of a ow of an ideal incompress-ible uid �lling a domain M is a perfect eddy with constant vorticity, then thesectional curvature in every two-dimensional direction in SVect(M) containing vis nonnegative.If the velocity v(t) of an ideal uid ow is not a perfect eddy, then for each timet there always exist plane sections containing v(t) (the velocity along the geodesic)where the sectional curvature is strictly negative.The result on nonnegativity of all the sectional curvatures holds also for rotationsof spheres of arbitrary dimension [Mis1].Remark 4.3. One can expect that the negative curvature of the di�eomorphismgroup causes exponential instability of geodesics (i.e., ows of the ideal uid) in thesame way as for a �nite-dimensional Lie group (see, e.g., computer simulations in[KHZ]). For instance, on an n-dimensional compact manifold with nonpositive sec-tional curvatures the Jacobi equation along the uid motion with constant pressurefunction always has an unbounded solution [Mis1].We emphasize that the instability discussed here is the exponential instability(also called the Lagrangian instability) of the motion of the uid, not of its velocity�eld (compare with Section II.4). The above result shows that from a Lagrangianpoint of view, all solutions of the Euler equation in M � R3 (with the exception ofthe perfect eddy) are unstable.



230 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSOn the other hand, a stationary ow can be a Lyapunov stable solution ofthe Euler equation, while the corresponding motion of the uid is exponentiallyunstable. The reason is that a small perturbation of the uid velocity �eld caninduce an exponential divergence of uid particles. Then, even for a well-predictedvelocity �eld (the case of a stable solution of the Euler equation), we cannot predictthe motion of the uid mass without a great loss of accuracy.Remark 4.4. The curvature formulas for the di�eomorphism groups SDi�(M)simplify drastically for a locally at (or Euclidean) manifold M , i.e., for a Rie-mannian manifold allowing local charts in which the Riemannian metric becomesEuclidean. Let p : Vect(M) ! SVect(M) be the orthogonal projection of thespace of all smooth vector �elds onto their divergence-free parts, where the or-thogonality is considered with respect to the L2-inner product on Vect(M). Letq = Id�p : Vect(M) ! Grad(M) be the orthogonal projection onto the space ofthe gradient vector �elds.Consider some local Euclidean coordinates fx1; : : : ; xng on M and assign to apair of vector �elds u and v their covariant derivative in M :ruv := Xi 0@Xj uj(x) @vi@xj1A @@xi :Theorem 4.5 [Luk4]. Let M be locally Euclidean. Then the sectional curvatureCuv for an orthonormal pair of divergence-free vector �elds u; v 2 SVect(M) isCuv = �hq(ruv); q(ruv)i + hq(ruu);rvvi:Corollary 4.6 [Luk4]. If the vector �eld ruu is divergence free (i.e., q(ruu) �0, for instance, u is a simple harmonic on Tn), then the curvature is nonpositive:Cuv = �hq(ruv); q(ruv)i:Remark 4.7. It is natural to describe the curvature tensor for the three-dimensionaltorus T 3 in the basis ek of S0Di�(T 3), where ek = ei(k;x); k 2Z3nf0g. An arbitraryvelocity �eld u(x) is represented as u(x) = Pk ukek, where the Fourier compo-nents satisfy (k; uk) = 0 (divergence free) and u�k = �uk (reality condition). Then,according to [NHK], one hash
(ukek; v`e`)wmem; zneni= (2�)3� (uk;m)(wm; k)jk +mj � (v`; n)(zn; `)j`+ nj � (v`;m)(wm; `)j`+mj � (uk; n)(zn; k)jn+ kj � :



x4. DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS AND UNRELIABLE FORECASTS 231All the sectional curvatures in the three-dimensional subspace of the ABC owsin S0Di�(T 3) (see Section II.1) are equal to one and the same negative constant,i.e., the curvatures do not depend on A;B, and C [KNH].Fix a divergence-free vector �eld v 2 SVect(T k) on the k-dimensional at torusT k. The average of the sectional curvatures of all tangential 2-planes in SVect(T k)containing v is characterized by an in�nite-dimensional analogue of the normalizedRicci curvature.Definition 4.8. Let � be the Laplace{Beltrami operator on vector �elds fromSVect(T k), and feij i = 1; 2; : : : g be its orthonormal ordered (��i � ��i+1) eigen-basis (�ei = �iei). De�ne the normalized Ricci curvature in the direction v byRic(v) = limN!1 1N NXi=1 Cvei :The normalized Ricci curvature in a given direction on a �nite-dimensional manifoldis the average of the sectional curvatures of all tangential 2-planes containing thedirection (De�nition 1.13). It di�ers from the classical Ricci curvature by the factorof (dimension of manifold)�1, and it makes sense as the dimension goes to in�nity.Theorem 4.9 [Luk2]. For a divergence-free vector �eld v 2 SVect(T k) on theat torus T k, Ric(v) = � k + 1vol(T k) � (k � 1)k(k + 2)kp�� vk2L2(Tk);where p�� is the \positive" square root of the minus Laplace operator on vector�elds.4.B. Unreliability of long-term weather predictions. To apply the cur-vature calculations above, we make the following simplifying assumption: Theatmosphere is a two-dimensional homogeneous incompressible uid over the two-torus, and the motion of the atmosphere is approximately a \tradewind current"parallel to the equator of the torus and having a sinusoidal velocity pro�le.Though the two-sphere is a better approximation for the earth than the two-torus, the calculations carried out for a \tradewind current" over S2 in [Luk1]show the same order of magnitude for curvatures in both groups S0Di�(T 2) andSDi�(S2). Hence, the same conclusions on the characteristic path length and in-stability of ows hold in both cases.To estimate the curvature, we consider the \tradewind current" with velocity�eld �(x; y) = (sin y; 0) on the torus T 2 = f(x; y) mod 2�g. Then, Theorem 3.4



232 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSshows that the curvature of the group S0Di�(T 2) in the planes containing � (withthe wave vector k = (0; 1)) varies within the limits �2=S < C < 0, where S = 4�2is the area of the torus. However, the lower limit here is obtained by a rather crudeestimate. To make a rough estimate of the characteristic path length, we take aquarter of this limit as the value of the \mean curvature" C0 = �1=(2S). Thereexist many two-dimensional directions with curvatures of approximately this size.Having agreed to start with this value C0 for the curvatures, we obtain thecharacteristic path length s = 1=p�C0 = p2S; see Remark 1.16. (Recall thatthe characteristic path length is the average path length on which a small er-ror in the initial condition grows by the factor of e.) Note that along the groupSDi�(T 2), the velocity of motion corresponding to the \tradewind current" � isequal to k�kL2(T2) = pS=2 (since the average square value of the sine is 1=2).Hence, the time it takes for our ow to travel the characteristic path length is equalto 2.Now, the fastest uid particles go a distance of 2 after this time, i.e., 1=� part ofthe entire orbit around the torus. Thus, if we take our value of the mean curvature,then the error grows by e� � 20 after the time of one orbit of the fastest particle.Taking 100 km/hour as the maximal velocity of the tradewind current, we get 400hours for the time of orbit, i.e., less than three weeks.Thus, if at the initial moment, the state of the weather was known with smallerror ", then the order of magnitude of the error of prediction after n months wouldbe 10kn"; where k = 30 � 24400 log10(e�) � 2:5:For example, to predict the weather two months in advance we must have �vemore digits of accuracy than the prediction accuracy. In practice, this implies thatcalculating the weather for such a period is impossible.x5. Exterior geometry of the group ofvolume-preserving di�eomorphismsThe group SDi�(M) of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of a Riemannianmanifold Mn can be thought of as a subgroup of a larger object: the group Di�(M)of all di�eomorphisms of M (cf. [E-M]). Just like its subgroup, the larger groupis also equipped with a weak Riemannian metric (which is, however, no longer



x5. EXTERIOR GEOMETRY OF THE GROUP OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 233right-invariant):(5.1) hg��; g��i = ZM (�; �)g(x)�(x);where �; � 2 Vect(M); (�; �)a is the inner product of � and � with respect to themetric ( ; ) on M at the point a; and g 2 Di�(M).Viewing the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms as a subgroup in thegroup of all di�eomorphisms of the manifold happens to be quite fruitful for variousapplications. To some extent the bigger group is \always atter" than the subgroup.The source of many simpli�cations lies in the following fact.Theorem 5.1 [Mis1]. The components of the curvature tensor 
 of the biggergroup Di�(M) are the \mean values" of the curvature tensor components for theRiemannian manifold M itself:h
(u; v)w; zi = ZM h
Mx (u(x); v(x))w(x); z(x)ix�(x);where 
Mx is the curvature tensor of M at x 2M ; the volume form � is de�ned bythe metric, and u; v;w; z;2 Vect(M).Below we derive (following [Mis1, Shn4, Tod]) the second fundamental form ofthe embedding of the \curved" subgroupSDi�(M) � Di�(M) into the \atter" am-bient group. Though not intrinsic in nature, it gives a nice shortcut to calculationsof the curvatures.For simplicity, let the manifold M be the at n-torus Tn. Represent a di�eo-morphism g 2 Di�(Tn) close to the identity in the form g(x) = x+ �(x).Proposition 5.2. In the coordinates f�g, a C1-small neighborhood of the iden-tity Id 2 Di�(Tn) of the group Di�(Tn) equipped with the metric (5.1) is isometri-cally embedded in the Hilbert space H = f� 2 L2(Tn;Rn)g.Proof of Proposition 5.2 is a straightforward calculation. �Abusing notation, we will denote by H the (pre-)Hilbert space of smooth mapsfrom the torus Tn to Rn equipped with the L2 inner product. Then a neighborhoodof the identity of the group Di�(Tn) is isometric with a neighborhood of the originin H . The group SDi�(Tn) of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of Tn will beviewed as a submanifold D of H (Fig.50):D = SDi�(Tn) = f� 2 L2(Tn;Rn) j det �Id + @�@x� � 1g � H :
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Figure 50. The embedding of the volume-preserving di�eomorphismsD = SDi�(M) into the group of all di�eomorphisms H = Di�(M).Definition 5.3. The second fundamental form L (at 0 2 D) of the embeddingD � H is a quadratic map L : T0D ! T?0 D from the tangent space T0D � H toits orthogonal complement T?0 D � H . The value of the second fundamental formL(v; v) at a vector v 2 T0D is equal to the acceleration of a point moving by inertiaalong D with initial velocity v (see [K-N]).In other words, L measures (the second derivative of) the \distance" in H be-tween the point tv moving in the tangent space T0D with constant velocity v andthe orthogonal projection prD of this point to D:(5.2) prD(tv) = tv + t22 L(v; v) +O(t3) as t! 0:The spaces T0D and T?0 D are more explicitly described as followsT0D = SVect(Tn) = fv 2 Vect(Tn) j div v = 0g;T?0 D = Grad(Tn) = fw 2 Vect(Tn) j w = rp; for some p 2 C1(Tn)g(we have included in T0D the divergence-free �elds shifting the center of mass ofTn, and hence T?0 D consists of the gradients of all univalued functions).Observe that for a vector �eld v 2 SVect(Tn) the transformation x 7! x +tv(x) means that every point x 2 Tn moves uniformly with velocity v(x) alongthe straight line passing through x. Such transformations are di�eomorphisms forsmooth v(x) and su�ciently small t > 0.To demonstrate the machinery, we con�ne ourselves, for now, to the case n = 2and give an alternative proof of Theorem 3.4 on curvatures SDi�0(T 2) in two-dimensional directions containing the sinusoidal ow � on the torus.



x5. EXTERIOR GEOMETRY OF THE GROUP OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 235Proof of Theorem 3.4. A vector �eld v 2 SVect(T 2) can be described bythe corresponding (univalued) stream (or Hamiltonian) function  : v = sgrad  ;that is, v1 = �@ =@x2 and v2 = @ =@x1.Theorem 5.4. The value of the second fundamental form L at a vector �eld vis(5.3) L(v; v) = �2r(��1(det[Hess  ]));where Hess  is the Hessian matrix of the stream function  of the �eld v, and��1 is the Green operator for the Laplace operator � in the class of functions withzero mean on T 2.Proof of Theorem 5.4. The following evident relation shows how far thetransformation Id +tv is from D (i.e., from being volume-preserving):det �Id+t @v@x� = 1 + t div v + t2(v1;1v2;2 � v1;2v2;1) = 1 + t2(v1;1v2;2 � v1;2v2;1);where vi;j := @vi=@xj , and the last equality is due to div v = 0. The transformationId +tv does not belong to D, and it changes the standard volume element on T 2 bya term quadratic in t.Hence, we have to adjust tv by adding to it a vector �eld t2w 2 T?0 D to suppressthe divergence of Id +tv. To compute the second fundamental form (see (5.2))observe that its value at the vector v is L(v; v) = 2w, where w 2 T?0 D is de�nedby the condition that the transform x 7! x+ tv+ t2w is volume-preserving moduloO(t3).The de�ning relation on the �eld w: div w = �(v1;1v2;2 � v1;2v2;1) followsimmediately from the expansiondet�Id +t @v@x + t2 @w@x� = 1 + t2(v1;1v2;2 � v1;2v2;1 + div w) +O(t3):From the de�nition of T?0 D, the vector �eld w is a gradient: w = r'. Therefore,div w = r2' = �', andL(v; v) = 2w = �2r(��1(v1;1v2;2 � v1;2v2;1)):The introduction of the stream function  for the �eld v reduces the latter formulato the required form (5.3). �The symmetric fundamental form L(u; v) can now be obtained from the qua-dratic form L(v; v) via polarization:L(u; v) = (L(u + v; u+ v)� L(u; u)� L(v; v))=2:



236 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSFinally, the sectional curvature Cuv of the group D in the two-dimensional direc-tion spanned by any two orthonormal vectors u and v is, according to the Gauss{Codazzi formula (Proposition VII.4.5 in [K-N]), given byCuv = hL(u; u); L(v; v)i � hL(u; v); L(u; v)i;where h ; i is the inner product in the Hilbert space H (cf. also Theorem 4.5above). For nonorthonormal vectors one has to normalize the curvature accordingto formula (1.5).Example 5.5. We will now calculate (using the second fundamental form) thesectional curvature in the direction spanned by the vector �elds u and v with thestream functions � = cos ay and  = cos bx (where the wave vectors of Corollary3.6 are k = (0; a) and ` = (b; 0)).One easily obtains that det[Hess �] = det[Hess  ] � 0, while det[Hess (�+ )] =a2b2 cos ay cos bx. Then the application of ��1 is equivalent to the multiplicationof the above function by �1=(a2+b2). Passing to the gradient, one sees that L(u; v)is the vector �eldL(u; v) = � a2b2a2 + b2 �(b sin bx cos ay) @@x + (a cos bx sin ay) @@y� ;while both L(u; u) and L(v; v) vanish. Note also that hu; ui = a2S=2; hv; vi =b2S=2, where S is the area of the torus. Finally, evaluating the L2-norm of thevector �eld L(u; v) over the torus, we come to the following formula for the sectionalcurvature: Cuv = �hL(u; v); L(u; v)ihu; ui � hv; vi = � a2b2(a2 + b2)S ;which is in a perfect matching with (3.3).We leave it to the reader to check that the substitution of the vector �elds u andv with the stream functions � = ek+e�k2 and � = �x`e` (with x�` = �x`) into thecurvature formula gives an alternative proof of Theorem 3.4 in full generality. �Remark 5.6. Bao and Ratiu [B-R] have studied the totally geodesic (or asymp-totic) directions on the Riemannian submanifold SDi�(M) � Di�(M), i.e., thosedirections in the tangent spaces TgSDi�(M) (alternatively, divergence-free vector�elds on M) for which the second fundamental form L of SDi�(M), relative toDi�(M), vanishes. For an arbitrary manifold Mn, they obtained an explicit de-scription of such directions g�v 2 TgSDi�(M) in the form of a certain �rst-ordernonlinear partial di�erential equation on v. For the two-dimensional case this equa-tion can be rewritten as an equation for the stream function. Assume for simplicitythat @M = ; and H1(M) = 0.



x6. CONJUGATE POINTS IN DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS 237Theorem 5.7 [B-R]. For a two-dimensional Riemannian manifoldM the divergence-free vector �eld g�v 2 TgSDi�(M) is a totally geodesic direction on SDi�(M) ifand only if the stream function  of the �eld v satis�es the degenerate Monge{Amp�ere equation det [Hess  ] = K �m � kr k2=2;where m is the determinant of the metric on M in given coordinates fx1; x2g, Hessis the Hessian matrix of  in these coordinates, and K is the Gaussian curvaturefunction on M .Their paper also contains examples of manifolds for which the Monge{Amp�ereequation has, or has no, solutions (see also [BLR] for a characterization of allmanifolds M for which the asymptotic directions are harmonic vector �elds).Asymptotic directions on SDi�(M2) arise intrinsically in the context of a discreteversion of the Euler equation of an incompressible uid [MVe]. A solution of thediscretized Euler equation is a recursive sequence of di�eomorphisms. The Monge{Amp�ere equation is the constraint on the initial condition ensuring that all thedi�eomorphisms of the sequence preserve the area element on M2.Remark 5.8. Consider an equivalence relation on the di�eomorphism groupDi�(M), where two di�eomorphisms are in the same class if they di�er by a volume-preserving transformation. We obtain a �bration of Di�(M) over the space ofdensities (i.e., the space of positive functions on M) with the �ber isomorphicto the set of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms SDi�(M). Let the manifold Mnbe one of the following: an n-dimensional sphere Sn, Lobachevsky space �n, orEuclidean space Rn. According to S.M. Gusein-Zade, there is no section of thisSDi�(M)-bundle over the space of densities that is invariant with respect to motionsof the corresponding space Mn. However, there exists a unique connection inthis bundle that is invariant with respect to motions on Mn. Parallel translationin this connection is essentially described in the proof of the Moser theorem (cf.Lemma III.3.5). The case of a two-dimensional sphere has interesting applicationsin cartography.x6. Conjugate points in di�eomorphism groupsAlthough in \most" of the two-dimensional directions the sectional curvatures ofthe di�eomorphism group SDi�(T 2) are negative, in some directions the curvatureis positive.



238 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSExample 6.1 [Arn4]. In the algebra SVect(T 2) of all divergence-free vector�elds on the torus T 2 = f(x; y) mod 2�g consider the plane spanned by the twostream functions � = cos(3px�y)+cos(3px+2y) and � = cos(px+y)+cos(px�2y).Then for the sectional curvature one hasC�� = h
(�; �)�; �ih�; �ih�; �i ! 98�2 > 0 as p!1:It is tempting to conjecture, by analogy with the �nite-dimensional case, thatpositivity of curvatures is related to the existence of the conjugate points on thegroup SDi�(T 2).Definition 6.2. A conjugate point of the initial point (0) along a geodesic line(t); t 2 [0;1) (on a Riemannian manifoldM), is the point where the geodesic linehits an in�nitely close geodesic, starting from the same point (0). The conjugatepoints are ordered along a geodesic, and the �rst point is the place where thegeodesic line ceases to be a local minimum of the length functional.Strictly speaking, one considers zeroes of the �rst variation rather than the actualintersection of geodesics (see, e.g., [K-N]).Theorem 6.3 [Mis2]. Conjugate points exist on the geodesic in the group SDi�(T 2)emanating from the identity with velocity v = sgrad� de�ned by the stream function� = cos 6x � cos 2y.A segment of a geodesic line is no longer the shortest curve connecting its endsif the segment contains an interior point conjugate to the initial point (Fig.51).Indeed, the di�erence of lengths of a geodesic curve segment and of any C1 �-closecurve joining the same endpoints is of order �2 (the geodesic being an extremal).The length of a geodesic �-close to the initial one and connecting the initial point Awith its conjugate point C di�ers from the length of the initial geodesic between Aand C by a quantity of higher order, �3. The di�erence between BD and BC+CDis of order �2. Hence ADB is shorter than ACB.
A C B

DFigure 51. A geodesic ceases to be the length global minimum afterthe �rst conjugate point.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 239If a segment of a geodesic contains k interior points conjugate to the initial point,then the quadratic form of the length second variation has k negative squares.Remark 6.4 [Mis2]. Conjugate points can be found on the group SDi�(Tn),where Tn is a at torus of arbitrary dimension n (this is a simple corollary of thetwo-dimensional example above).More examples are provided by geodesics on the group of area-preserving dif-feomorphisms of a surface of positive curvature (example: uniform rotation of thestandard two-dimensional sphere; see Section 4.A).On the other hand, those geodesics in SDi�(M) that are also geodesics in Di�(M)have no conjugate points whenever M is a Riemannian manifold of nonpositivesectional curvature [Mis1]. Such geodesics have asymptotic directions on SDi�(M)and correspond to the solutions of the Euler equation in M with constant pressurefunctions.Remark 6.5. It has been neither proved nor disproved that the Morse index ofa geodesic line corresponding to a smooth stationary ow is �nite (for any �niteportion of the geodesic). It is interesting to consider whether the conjugate pointsmight accumulate in this situation.Note that the existence of a small geodesic segment near the initial point that isfree of conjugate points follows from the nondegeneracy of the geodesic exponentialmap at the initial point and in its neighborhood. One might also ask what theshortest path is to a point on the geodesic that is separated from the initial pointby a point conjugate to it. (One hopes that the overall picture in this classicalsituation is not spoiled by the pathology of the absence of the shortest path betweenspecial di�eomorphisms, discovered by Shnirelman in [Shn1]; see Section 7.D.)x7. Getting around the �niteness of the diameter ofthe group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms1Consider a volume-preserving di�eomorphism of a bounded domain. In orderto reach the position prescribed by the di�eomorphism, every uid particle has tomove along some path in the domain. The distance of this di�eomorphism fromthe identity is the averaged characteristic of the path lengths of the particles.It turns out that the diameter of the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphismsof a three-dimensional ball is �nite, while for a two-dimensional domain it is in�nite.This di�erence is due to the fact that in three (and more) dimensions there is enough1This section was written by A. Shnirelman.



240 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSspace for particles to move to their �nal places without hitting each other. On theother hand, the motion of the particles in the plane might necessitate their rotationabout one another. The latter phenomenon of \braiding" makes the system ofpaths of particles necessarily long, in spite of the boundedness of the domain (andhence, of the distances between the initial and �nal positions of each particle).In this section we describe some principal properties of the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms D(M) := SDi�(M) as a metric space along with theirdynamical implications.7.A. Interplay between the internal and external geometry of the dif-feomorphism group.Definition 7.1. Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold with volume element dx.Introduce a metric on the group D(M) = SDi�(Mn) as follows. To any pathgt; t1 � t � t2, on the group D(M) we associate its length:(7.1) `fgtgt2t1 = Z t2t1 k _gtkL2(M)dt = Z t2t1 �ZMn @gt(x)@t 2dx�1=2 dt:For two uid con�gurations f; h 2 D(M), we de�ne the distance between themon D(M) as the in�mum of the lengths of all paths connecting f and h:distD(M)(f; h) = inffgtg�D(M)g0=f;g1=h `fgtg10:This de�nition makes D(M) into a metric space. Now the diameter of D(M) is thesupremum of distances between its elements:diam ( D(M) ) = supf;h2D(M) distD(M)(f; h):The metric on the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms D(M) de�nedhere is induced by the right-invariant metric on the group de�ned at the identityby the kinetic energy of vector �elds (compare formula (7.1) with Example I.1.3).We start with the study of the following three intimately related problems:A. (Diameter problem) Is the diameter of the groupD(M) of volume-preservingdi�eomorphisms in�nite or �nite? In the latter case, how can it be estimated for agiven manifold Mn?Let M be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space Rn (with the Euclideanvolume element dx). In this case the di�eomorphism group D(M) is naturallyembedded into the Hilbert space L2(Mn;Rn) of vector functions on Mn. Thisembedding de�nes an isometry of D(M) with its (weak) Riemannian structure ontoits image equipped with the Riemannian metric induced from the Hilbert space.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 241Definition 7.2. The standard distance distL2 between two di�eomorphismsf; h 2 D(M) � L2(M;Rn) is the distance between them in the ambient Hilbertspace L2(M;Rn): distL2(f; h) = kf � hkL2(M;Rn ):B. (Relation of metrics) What is the relation between the distance distD(M)in the group D(M) de�ned above and the standard distance distL2 pulled back toD(M) directly from the space L2(M;Rn)?Evidently, distD(M) � distL2 . But does there exist an estimate of distD(M)(g; h)through distL2(g; h)? In particular, is it true that if two volume-preserving di�eo-morphisms are close in the Hilbert space, then they can be joined by a short pathwithin the group D(M)?C. (Shortest path) Given two volume-preserving di�eomorphisms, does thereexist a path connecting them in the group D(M) that has minimal length? If so,it is a geodesic; i.e., after an appropriate reparametrization it becomes a solutionof the Euler equation for an ideal uid in Mn. Finding the shortest path betweentwo arbitrary uid con�gurations promises to be a good method for constructinguid ows.Remark 7.3. Similar problems can be posed for di�eomorphisms of an arbitraryRiemannian manifold Mn, if we �rst isometrically embed Mn in Rq for some q.Such an embedding for which the Euclidean metric in Rq descends to the givenRiemannian metric on Mn exists by virtue of the Nash theorem [Nash] (where onecan take q = 3n(n + 9)=2 for a compact Mn, and q = 3n(n + 1)(n + 9)=2 for anoncompact Mn).7.B. Diameter of the di�eomorphism groups. In what follows we con-�ne ourselves to the simplest domain Mn, namely, to a unit cube: Mn = fx =(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn j 0 < xi < 1g. We thus avoid the topological complications dueto the topology of M .Theorem 7.4 [Shn1]. For a unit n-dimensional cube Mn where n � 3, thediameter of the group of smooth volume-preserving di�eomorphisms D(M) is �nitein the right-invariant metric distD(M).Theorem 7.40 [Shn5]. diam ( D(Mn) ) � 2pn3 .These theorems generalize to the case of an arbitrary simply connected manifoldM . However, the diameter can become in�nite if the fundamental group of M isnot trivial [ER2]. The two-dimensional case is completely di�erent:



242 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSTheorem 7.5 [ER1,2]. For an arbitrary manifold M of dimension n = 2, thediameter of the group D(M) is in�nite.One can strengthen the latter result in the following direction.Definition 7.6. A di�eomorphism g : M ! M of an arbitrary domain (or aRiemannian manifold) M is called attainable if it can be connected with the identitydi�eomorphism Id by a piecewise-smooth path gt � D(M) of �nite length.Theorem 7.7 [Shn2]. Let Mn be an n-dimensional cube and n � 3. Then everyelement of the group D(M) is attainable. In the case n = 2, there are unattainabledi�eomorphisms of the squareM2. Moreover, the unattainable di�eomorphisms canbe chosen to be continuous up to the boundary @M2 and identical on @M2.A di�eomorphism g may be unattainable if its behavior near the boundary @Mnof M is complicated enough. We will give an example of an unattainable di�eo-morphism in Section 8.A. Note that only attainable di�eomorphisms are physicallyreasonable, since the uid cannot reach an unattainable con�guration in a �nitetime.The statement above allows one to specify Theorem 7.5:Theorem 7.8 (=7.50). For two-dimensional M , the subset of attainable di�eo-morphisms in D(M) is of in�nite diameter.It is not known whether all the attainable di�eomorphisms form a subgroup inD(M2) (i.e., whether the inverse of an attainable di�eomorphism is attainable). Itis not always true that if a path fgtg � D(M2) has �nite length, then the lengthof the path fg�1t g � D(M2) is �nite. The group D(M2) splits into a continuumof equivalence classes according to the following relation: Two di�eomorphisms arein the same class if they can be connected to each other by a path of �nite length.Every equivalence class has in�nite diameter.The proofs of the two-dimensional results are rather transparent and are dis-cussed in Sections 8.A-B. Various approaches to the three- (and higher-) dimen-sional case are, on the contrary, all quite intricate, and only the ideas are discussedbelow.7.C. Comparison of the metrics and completion of the group of di�eo-morphisms. The main di�erence between the geometries of the groups of di�eo-morphisms in two and three dimensions is based on the observation that for a longpath on D(M3), which twists the particles in space, there always exists a \short-cut" untwisting them by \making use of the third coordinate." More precisely, thefollowing estimate holds.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 243Theorem 7.9 [Shn1]. Given dimension n � 3, there exist constants C > 0 and� > 0 such that for every pair of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms f; h 2 D(Mn)of the unit cube, distD(M)(f; h) � C(distL2(f; h))�:Theorem 7.90 [Shn5]. The exponent � in this inequality is not less than 2=(n+ 4).This property means that the embedding of D(Mn) into L2(M;Rn); n � 3, is\H�older-regular." Apparently, it is far from being smooth, i.e., � < 1. Certainly,the H�older property (Theorem 7.9) implies the �niteness of the diameter (Theorem7.4).No such estimate is true for n = 2. Namely, for every pair of positive constantsc;C there exists a di�eomorphism g 2 D(M2) such that distD(M)(g; Id) > C, butdistL2(g; Id) < c. This complements Theorem 7.5 but requires, of course, a separateproof.Theorems 7.4 and 7.9 imply the following simple description of the completionof the metric space D(Mn) in the case n � 3.Corollary 7.10. For n � 3 the completion of the group D(Mn) in the metricdistD(M) coincides with the closure �D(Mn) of the group in L2(Mn;Rn).Proof of Corollary. Each Cauchy sequence fgig in D(Mn) (with respectto the metrics distD(Mn)) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(Mn;Rn), and therefore itconverges to some element g 2 L2(Mn;Rn).Conversely, if g belongs to the closure of D(Mn) in L2(Mn;Rn), then there existsa sequence of di�eomorphisms fgig � D(Mn) that converges to it in L2(Mn;Rn).Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 7.9, fgig is a Cauchy sequence in D(Mn), andthus g lies in the completion of D(Mn). �Theorem 7.11 [Shn1]. The completion �D(Mn) (n � 3) of the group D(Mn)consists of all measure-preserving endomorphisms on M , i.e., of such Lebesguemeasurable maps f : Mn !Mn that for every measurable subset 
 �Mn,mes f�1(
) = mes 
:The idea for a proof of this theorem is as follows. Divide the unit cube Mn intoNn equal small cubes having linear size N�1. Consider the class DN of piecewise-continuous mappings, translating in a parallel way each small cube { into anothersmall cube �({), where � is some permutation of the set of small cubes. First oneproves that every measure-preserving map f : M !M may be approximated witharbitrary accuracy in L2(Mn;Rn) by a permutation of small cubes for su�ciently



244 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSlarge N . In turn, every such permutation may be approximated in L2 by a smoothvolume-preserving di�eomorphism. Conversely, if a map g belongs to the closureof the di�eomorphism group g 2 �D(Mn), then g = lim gi; gi 2 D(Mn), almosteverywhere in Mn, and hence g is a measure-preserving endomorphism; see [Shn1]for more detail.In the two-dimensional case, the completion of D(M2) in the metric distD(M) isa proper subset of the L2-closure �D(M2); no good description of this completion isknown.7.D. The absence of the shortest path. We will see below how the factspresented so far in this section imply a negative answer to the question of existenceof the shortest path in the di�eomorphism group:Theorem 7.12 [Shn1]. For a unit cube Mn of dimension n � 3, there exista pair of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms that cannot be connected within thegroup D(M) by a shortest path, i.e., for every path connecting the di�eomorphismsthere always exists a shorter path.Thus, the attractive variational approach to constructing solutions of the Eulerequations is not directly available in the hydrodynamical situation. This is not tosay that the variational approach is wrong, but merely that our understanding isstill incomplete and further work is required.Remark 7.13. The proof of Theorem 7.12 is close in spirit to the Weierstrassexample of a variational problem having no solution. Weierstrass proposed hisexample in his criticism of the use of the Dirichlet principle for proving the existenceof a solution of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation.
A BFigure 52. There is no smooth shortest curve between A and B thatwould be orthogonal to the segment AB at the endpoints.This example illustrates that in some cases a functional cannot attain its in�-mum. Consider two points A and B in the plane. We are looking for a smooth



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 245curve  of minimal length connecting A and B such that its tangents at the pointsA and B are orthogonal to the line (AB), Fig.52. It is clear that if  is di�erentfrom the segment [AB], then it may be squeezed toward the line (AB) (say, by thefactor 1=2), and this transformation reduces its length. However, if  coincides withthe segment [AB], it does not satisfy the boundary conditions. Thus, the in�mumcannot be attained within the class of admissible curves.Weierstrass's criticism encouraged Hilbert to establish a solid foundation for theDirichlet variational principle.We proceed to describe an example of a di�eomorphism g 2 D(M3) of the three-dimensional cube M3 that cannot be connected to the identity di�eomorphism Idby a shortest path.Let (x1; x2; z) be Cartesian coordinates in R3, and let M3 = f0 < x1; x2; z < 1g.Consider an arbitrary di�eomorphism g 2 D(M3) of the formg(x; z) = (h(x); z);where h is an area-preserving di�eomorphism of the square M2 and x := (x1; x2).Theorem 7.120. If distD(M3)(Id; g) < distD(M2)(Id; h);then Id 2 D(M3) cannot be connected with the di�eomorphism g by a shortest pathin D(M3).Proof. Rather than the length, we shall estimate an equivalent quantity, theaction along the paths.Definition 7.14. The action along a path gt; t1 � t � t2, on the group ofdi�eomorphisms D(Mn) of a Riemannian manifold Mn is the quantityjfgtgt2t1 = 12 Z t2t1 k _gtk2L2(M) dt = 12 Z t2t1 ZMn @gt(x)@t 2dydt:The action and the length are related via the inequality(7.2) `2 � 2 j (t2 � t1):Unlike the length `fgtgt2t1 , the action jfgtgt2t1 depends on the parametrization, andthe equality in (7.2) holds if and only if the parametrization is such thatk _gtk2L2(M) = ZM @gt(x)@t 2dx � const.



246 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSThis allows us, in the sequel, to pass freely from one notion to the other.Suppose there exists a shortest path gt connecting Id and g; we shall constructanother path that has smaller length.First squeeze the ow gt by a factor of 2 along the z-direction: Instead of a familyof volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of the three-dimensional unit cube M3, wenow have volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of the parallelepipedP1 = f(x; z) 2M3 j 0 < z < 1=2g:Now consider the new (discontinuous) ow �gt in the cube M3 = P1 [ P2 that isthe above squeezed ow on each of the halves P1 and P2; see Fig.53. (Here P2is speci�ed by the condition 1=2 < z < 1.) It is easy to see that the ow �gt isincompressible in M3 and is, in general, discontinuous on the (invariant) planez = 1=2. Notice also that the ow �gt satis�es the same boundary conditions asgt : �g0 = Id, �g1 = g.
gt

P2

P1

M
3

gtFigure 53. Each of the two parallelepipeds contains the former owin the cube squeezed by a factor of 2.Compare the actions along the paths gt and �gt. De�ne the horizontal jH andvertical jV components of the action j = jH + jV for gt as follows:jHfgtg10 = 12 Z 10 dtZM3 k@x0(x; z; t)@t k2 d2xdz;jV fgtg10 = 12 Z 10 dtZM3 k@z0(x; z; t)@t k2 d2xdz;and similarly for the path �gt. (Here gt(x; z) = (x0; z0).) From the de�nition of �gt,we easily obtainjHf�gtg10 = jHfgtg10; while jV f�gtg10 = 12 jV fgtg10:



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 247Therefore, the action along the path �gt is smaller than that along the path gt : jf�gtg10 <jfgtg10 if the vertical component of the action is positive, jV fgtg10 > 0.The last condition, jV fgtg10 > 0, follows from the assumption of the theo-rem. Indeed, if the vertical component of the action vanishes (jV fgtg10 = 0), then@z0(x; z; t)=@t � 0, and the map x 7! x0(x; z; t) for any �xed z and t is an area-preserving di�eomorphism of the square M2. In this case the action along the owgt is jfgtg10 = Z 10 dz�Z 10 dtZM2 12@x0(x; z; t)@t 2 d2x� ;which implies that there is a value z0 2 [0; 1] such thatjfgtg10 � Z 10 dtZM2 12@x0(x; z0; t)@t 2 d2x:However, this is impossible, since by the assumption, the distance in D(M2) fromId to the di�eomorphism x 7! x0(x; z0; t) jt=1= h(x) is greater than the distancein D(M3) from Id to g, the length of the shortest path gt in D(M3) connecting Idand g.Hence jV fgtg10 > 0, and we have constructed a discontinuous ow �gt (connectingId and the di�eomorphism g) whose action is less than that of gt: jf�gtg10 < jfgtg10.Now Theorem 7.120 follows from the following lemma on a smooth approximation.Lemma 7.15. For every " > 0 there exists a smooth ow 't � D(M3); 0 � t �1, that starts at the identity '0 = Id, reaches an "-vicinity of g in the standardL2-metric, distL2(M3)('1; g) < ", and whose action approximates the action alongthe discontinuous path �gt : jjf�gtg10 � jf'tg10j < ".To complete the proof, we replace the short but discontinuous path �gt by itssmooth approximation 't. It starts at the identity and ends up at '1, L2-close tog. By Theorem 7.9, there exists a path ft in D(M3); 1 � t � 2, connecting '1 andg, and such that `fftg10 � C"�; � > 0;and hence the length `fftg10 tends to 0 together with ". It follows that the compositepath 't [ ft has length not exceeding `f�gtg + " + C"�. Finally, observe that forsu�ciently small ", the composite path is shorter than gt, because `f�gtg10 < `fgtg10.This completes the proof of Theorem 7.120 modulo Lemma 7.15. �Proof of Theorem 7.12. By virtue of Theorem 7.5, for every C > 0 there isa di�eomorphism h of the square M2 such that distD(M2)(Id; h) > C. On the otherhand, if g is a di�eomorphism of the 3-dimensional cube M3 having the formg(x; z) = (h(x); z) ; x 2M2; z 2 (0; 1);



248 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSthen by Theorem 7.40, distD(M3)(Id; g) � 2. Hence, if C > 2, this di�eomorphismg cannot be connected with Id by a shortest path. This completes the proof ofTheorem 7.12. �Proof of Lemma 7.15. For a (discontinuous) ow �gt, we de�ne (almost every-where) its Eulerian velocity �eld by v(x; t) = @�gt(�g�1t (x))=@t. For a small � > 0 letM� be the set M with the �-neighborhood of the boundary @M removed, and ��the dilation mappings M !M� . Denote by v�(x; t) = (��)�v(x; t) the image of the�eld v under the dilations. By setting v� � 0 outside M�, we obtain an L2-vector�eld in the whole of R3 that is incompressible in the generalized sense, i.e., thevector �eld v� is L2-orthogonal to every gradient vector �eld.Now de�ne the smooth �eldw�(x; t) := ZR3 v�(y; t)��(x � y)dy;as a convolution of the �eld v� with a molli�er ��(x) = ��3�(x=�), where �(x) 2C10 (R3) and R �(x)dx = 1. The �eld w�(x; t) has compact support w�(x; t) 2C10 (M) for all t, and as � ! 0, it converges to the �eld v(x; t) uniformly on everycompact set in M outside @M and outside the plane z = 12 . Moreover, w� ! v inL2(M). This implies that for su�ciently small �, the smooth ow 't obtained byintegrating the vector �eld w� satis�es the conditions of Lemma 7.15. �7.E. Discrete ows. The proofs of Theorems 7.4, 7.7, and 7.9 are similar andare based on the following discrete approximation of the group D(Mn) (cf. also[Lax, Mos2]). Split the cube Mn � Rn into Nn identical subcubes. Let MN be theset of all these cubes. Denote by DN the group of all permutations of the set MN ;this is a discrete analogue of the groupD(M) of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms.Two subcubes {;{0 2MN are called neighboring if they have a common (n�1)-dimensional face. A permutation � 2 DN is called elementary if each subcube{ 2 MN is either not a�ected by �, or �({) is a neighbor of {. A sequence ofelementary permutations �1; : : : ; �k is called a discrete ow; the number k is calledits duration. We say that the discrete ow �1; : : : ; �k connects the con�gurations�; �0 2 DN if �k � �k�1 � � � � � �1 � � = �0.The following, purely combinatorial, theorem is the cornerstone of the study. Itcan be regarded as a discrete version of Theorem 7.4.Theorem 7.16. For every dimension n there exists a constant Cn > 0 such thatfor every N every two con�gurations �; �0 2 DN can be connected by a discrete ow�1; : : : ; �k whose duration k is less than Cn �N .The proof is tedious yet elementary; see [Shn1].



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 249To formulate the discrete analogue of Theorem 7.9, we de�ne the length of adiscrete ow (not to be confused with its duration).Definition 7.17. Let �1; : : : ; �k be a discrete ow inMN . Let each permutation�j take mj subcubes into neighboring ones and leave Nn �mj subcubes in place.The length `f�jgk1 of the discrete ow is (cf. (7.1))`f�jgk1 = kXj=1 (mj=Nn)1=2N :(The reasoning is transparent: A permutation �j is approximated by a vector �eldof magnitude 1=N supported on a set of volume mj=Nn. Then the summands are\L2-norms" of the permutations.)The distance in DN between con�gurations �; �0 is de�ned asdistDN (�; �0) = min `f�jgk1 ;where min is taken over all discrete ows (of arbitrary duration) connecting � and�0. The L2-distance between �; �0 2 DN is de�ned asdistL2(�; �0) =  X{2MN k�({) � �0({)k2Nn ! 12 ;where k�({)��0({)k is the distance in R3 between the centers of the correspondingsmall cubes.The following is the analogue of Theorem 7.9 on the relation of metrics.Theorem 7.18. For every dimension n there are constants Cn > 0 and �n > 0such that for every N and every pair of permutations �; �0 2 DN ,distDN (�; �0) � Cn(distL2(�; �0))�n :The proof is an inductive multistep construction of a \short" discrete ow con-necting two given L2-close discrete con�gurations; see [Shn1]. The explicit con-struction in the three-dimensional case (n = 3) yields �3 � 1=64.7.F. Outline of the proofs. The proof of Theorems 7.4 and 7.9 proceeds asfollows.Let g 2 D(Mn) with n � 3. We construct a path gt � D(Mn); 0 � t � 1, thatconnects the identity and g ( g0 = Id; g1 = g), and such that`fgtg10 � C(distL2(Id; g))�:



250 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSFirst of all, we prove that g can be approximated by some permutation � 2 DNof small cubes for su�ciently large N . Furthermore, for every " > 0 there exists adiscontinuous, piecewise-smooth ow �� ; 0 � � � 1, connecting � and g, and suchthat Lf��g10 < ". (More precisely, for every � the mapping �� : Mn !Mn is smoothin every small cube { 2MN , discontinuous on interfaces between neighboring cubes{, and measure-preserving.)Construct the \short" discrete ow �1; : : : ; �k connecting Id and � in DN andsatisfying the conclusion of Theorem 7.18. One can show that there exists a dis-continuous ow �t; 0 � t � 1, that interpolates the ow �1; : : : ; �k at the momentst = j=k for all j = 1; : : : ; k ( �t=j=k = �j � �j�1 � � � � � �1 ) and has the same orderof length: `f�tg10 � const � `f�jgk1:Therefore, the composition of the paths �t and �t is a discontinuous ow con-necting Id and g and having a controllable length.The �nal step is the smoothening of the latter ow provided by the followingLemma 7.19. Let g 2 D(Mn), and let �t : Mn ! Mn be a discontinuousmeasure-preserving ow such that �0 = Id; �1 = g, and �t is smooth in everysmall cube { 2 MN . If n � 3, then for every " > 0 there exists a smooth owgt : Mn ! Mn, 0 � t � 1, with the same boundary conditions g0 = Id; g1 = g as�t, and such that `fgtg10 < `f�tg10 + ".The ow gt coincides with �t in every cube {� = fx 2 { j distRn (x; @{) > �gfor some small �. The most subtle point in extending the ow is to de�ne it on the�-neighborhood of all subcube faces, the \froth-like" domain K� := S{2MN ({ n{�). Here we use the fact that the fundamental group of the domain K� is trivial(�1(K�) = 0), which is true if n � 3. Theorem 7.9 (and Theorem 7.4 as a particularcase) follows; see [Shn1] and analogous arguments in the proof of Theorem III.3.3in Section III.3 for the details.The proof of Theorem 7.7 is similar, but more complicated; we refer to [Shn2].7.G. Generalized ows. We now return to the problem of �nding the shortestpaths in the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphismsD(Mn). We already knowthat there exist pairs of di�eomorphisms that cannot be connected by a smoothow of minimal length. Is there, however, some wider class of ows (say, discon-tinuous or measurable) where the minimum is always attainable? This problemhas been resolved by Y. Brenier [Bre1]. He found a natural class of \generalizedincompressible ows" for which the variational problem is always solvable.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 251The generalized ows (GF ) are a far-reaching generalization of the classical ows,where uid particles are not only allowed to move independently of each other, butalso their trajectories may meet each other: The particles may split and collide.The only restrictions are that the density of particles remains constant all the timeand that the mean kinetic energy is �nite. The formal de�nition of the GF ispresented below.Let X = C([0; 1];Mn) be the space of all parametrized continuous paths x(t) inMn. Fix a di�eomorphism g 2 D(Mn).Definition 7.20. A generalized ow (GF) in Mn connecting the di�eomor-phisms Id and g is a probabilistic measure �fdxg in the space X satisfying thefollowing conditions:(i) For every Lebesgue-measurable set A �Mn, and every t 2 [0; 1],�fx(t) j x(t0) 2 Ag = mes A(this may be called incompressibility).(ii) For �-almost all paths x(t), the action along each of them is �nitejfx(�)g = 12 1Z0 k@x(t)@t k2dt <1;and so is the \total action"jf�g = ZX jfx(�)g�fdxg <1(�niteness of action).(iii) For �-almost all paths x(t), the endpoints x(0) and x(1) are related by meansof the di�eomorphism g: x(1) = g(x(0)) (boundary condition).Thus, a generalized ow �fdxg can be thought of as a random process. In generalthis process is neither Markov nor stationary. This notion is very similar to thenotion of a polymorphism, appearing in the work of Neretin [Ner2]. Polymorphismsarise as a natural domain for the extensions of representations of di�eomorphismgroups.Every smooth ow gt � D(M) may be regarded as a generalized ow if weassociate to gt the measure �(gt)fdxg such that for every measurable set Y � X its�(gt)-measure is equal to the measure of points whose trajectories belong to Y :�(gt)(Y ) = mesfa 2Mn��fgt(a)g 2 Y g:



252 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSThis measure is concentrated on the n-dimensional set of trajectories gt(a) of theow gt.Another example of a GF is a multiow, that is, a convex combination of GF s,corresponding to smooth ows. In other words, in the multiows di�erent portionsof uid move (penetrating each other, see Fig.54) in di�erent directions within thesame volume! Generic GF s are much more complicated than multiows.Theorem 7.21 [Bre1]. For every di�eomorphism g 2 D(Mn) there always ex-ists a generalized ow � (with the boundary conditions Id and g) that realizes theminimum of action, jf�g = min�0 jf�0g;where the minimum is taken over generalized ows �0 connecting the identity Idand the di�eomorphism g.Thus, although in our example the in�mum cannot be assumed among smoothows, there exists a generalized ow minimizing the action (as well as the length);see also [Roe].
(a) (b)Figure 54. Trajectories of particles in the GF , corresponding to (a)the ip of the interval [0; 1] and (b) the interval-exchange map.In fact, Theorem 7.21 is even more general, since it applies equally to discontin-uous and to orientation-changing maps g. In the latter case the minimizing GF isespecially interesting because the uid is being turned \inside out"! No measurableow, or even multiow, can produce such a transformation. These problems arenontrivial even in the one-dimensional case.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 253Here are two beautiful examples, found by Brenier. Let g1(x) and g2(x) bethe transformations of the segment [0; 1], de�ned, respectively, as a ip-op mapg1(x) := 1� x; x 2 [0; 1], and as an interval-exchange map g2 : [0; 1=2] $ [1=2; 1].Figures 54a and 54b display the trajectories of uid particles for the minimalows connecting Id with g1 and g2, respectively. In the �rst case, each uid particlesplits at t = 0 into a continuum of trajectories of \smaller" particles; they moveindependently, pass through all the points of the segment, and then coalesce att = 1. In the second case, the GF is a multiow (more precisely, a 2-ow). Formore examples of exotic minimal GF s, see [Bre1,2].An important question is to what extent these minimal GF s may be regardedas generalized solutions of the Euler equation. The similarity between these gen-eralized ows and the \true" solutions extends very far: For example, for everyGF � there exists a scalar function p(x; t), playing the role of pressure [Bre2], suchthat for almost every uid particle its acceleration at almost every (x; t) is equal to�rxp ! The minimalGF s are generalized solutions of the mass transport problem(of the so-called Kantorovich problem). However, their hydrodynamical meaningis not yet completely understood.7.H. Approximation of uid ows by generalized ones. Generalized owshave proved to be a powerful and exible tool for studying the structure of the spaceD(Mn) of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms. The key role here is played by thefollowing approximation theorem.Theorem 7.22 [Shn5]. Let g 2 D(Mn); n � 3, be a smooth volume-preservingdi�eomorphism. Then each generalized ow �fdxg connecting Id and g can be ap-proximated (together with the action) by smooth incompressible ows: There existsa sequence of smooth incompressible ows g(k)t connecting Id and g such that ask!1,(i) the measures �g(k)t weak*-converge in X to the measure �;(ii) the actions along g(k)t converge to the total action along �fdxg:jfg(k)t g10 ! jf�g10:Here weak*-convergence means that for every bounded continuous functional'fx(�)g on X, h'fxg; �g(k)t fdxgi ! h'(x); �fdxgi; as k!1:We shall not present here the (lengthy) proof of this theorem, referring to [Shn5]instead. An immediate consequence of this theorem and formula (7.2) is the fol-lowing estimate on the distances in D(Mn); n � 3.



254 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSCorollary 7.23. If n � 3, then for every di�eomorphism g 2 D(Mn),dist(Id; g) = inf(2 � jf�g10)1=2;where the in�mum is taken over all generalized ows � connecting Id and g.Thus, to estimate the distance between Id and g 2 D(Mn), we may try toconstruct a GF connecting Id and g and having the smallest possible action. ThenLemma 7.23 guarantees a majorant for the distance.Example 7.24 (=Theorem 7.4). Let us estimate the diameter diam D(Mn)of the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of the n-dimensional unit cube.An accurate computation of all the intermediate constants in the proof of Theorem7.4 for n = 3 yields diam D(M3) < 100, which is very far from reality. Here weproveTheorem 7.40 [Shn5]. If the dimension n � 3, then diam D(Mn) � 2pn=3:Proof. We use a construction close to that of Y. Brenier, who proved that alluid con�gurations on the torus are attainable by GF s [Bre1].The required GF is constructed as follows. At t = 0 every uid particle inthe cube splits into a continuum of particles moving in all directions. Havingoriginated at a point y, this \cloud" (of cubical form) expands, and at t = 1=2 it�lls out the whole cube Mn with a constant density. During the second half of themotion (1=2 � t � 1) the \cloud" shrinks and collapses at t = 1 to the point g(y).All \clouds" expand and shrink simultaneously, and the overall density remainsconstant for all t.More accurately, suppose that the cube Mn is given by the inequalities jxij <12 ; i = 1; : : : ; n. Let � be a discrete group of motions generated by the reectionsin the faces of Mn. For each initial point y 2 Mn and a velocity vector v 2 Mn,we de�ne the corresponding billiard trajectory in Mn for the time 0 � t � 1=2, i.e.,the path xy;v(t) �M , wherexy;v(t) := �(y + 4vt) \Mn:Given a point y, the end-point mapping �y : v ! xy;v (1=2) is a 2n-fold coveringof Mn, and moreover, �y is volume-preserving. These billiard trajectories aretrajectories of the \microparticles" into which every initial point y splits. At t = 12the microparticles �ll Mn uniformly, and after this moment they move along otherbilliard trajectories, gathering at the point g(y) at the end. All particles split andmove independently in the same manner; incompressibility is ful�lled automatically.



x7. FINITENESS OF THE DIAMETER OF THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 255Let My;Mv;Mz;Mu be 4 copies of the cube Mn with coordinates y; v; z; u, re-spectively. De�ne a set 
 � My �Mv �Mz �Mu that consists of all four-tuples! = (y; v; z; u) 2 
 such that z = g(y) and such that the end-points of the corre-sponding trajectories coincide: xy;v(1=2) = xz;u(1=2).Denote by d! = 2�ndydv the normed volume element on 
. Then the requiredGF � is the following random process in Mn with probability space (
; d!):x(t; !) = � xy;v(4t); 0 � t � 1=2;xg(y);u(4� 4t); 1=2 � t � 1;where ! = (y; v; g(y); u) 2 
. The action of this GF isjf�g10 = 12 ZMv 16v2 dv = n2 1=2Z�1=2 16x2 dx = 2n3 :By virtue of Corollary 7.23 this implies that the distance between the identityId and the di�eomorphism g (which has been chosen arbitrarily) is majorated asfollows dist(Id; g) �q2 � jf�g10 = 2pn=3:Hence, the diameter of the group D(Mn) has the same upper bound. �Analogous (though much longer) reasoning proves Theorem 7.90, which mi-norates the H�older exponent �n; n � 3, for the embedding of D(Mn) intoL2(M;Rn) : �n � 2=(n+ 4); see [Shn5]. Given g, we construct explicitly theGF satisfying that estimate. Our constructions are possibly not optimal, and anatural question is to �nd the best possible estimate for the diameter and for theexponent �n. Is the latter equal to or less than 1? Both possibilities are interesting.7.I. Existence of cut and conjugate points on di�eomorphism groups. Onemore application of the techniques of generalized ows is the proof of the existenceof cut points on the space D(Mn); cf. Section 6.Definition 7.25. Let gt � D(Mn) be a geodesic trajectory on the group ofdi�eomorphisms. We call a point gtc on the trajectory the �rst cut of the initialpoint g0 along gt if the geodesic gt has minimal length among all curves connectingg0 and g� for all � < tc, and it ceases to minimize the length as soon as � > tc(i.e., for every � > tc there exists a curve g0t connecting g0 and g� whose length isless than the length of the segment fgtj 0 < t < �g). We call a point gtc the �rstlocal cut if it is the �rst cut, and the curve g0t may be chosen arbitrarily close to thegeodesic segment fgtj 0 < t < �g for every � > tc.



256 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSOn a complete �nite-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the cut point of a pointg0 comes no later than the �rst conjugate point of g0. The example of a at torusshows that one can have cut points but no conjugate points. But in the �nite-dimensional case, the �rst local cut point is always a conjugate point; so, all cutpoints on the torus are nonlocal, which is evident. In the case of di�eomorphismgroups the precise relationship between cut points and conjugate points has yet tobe clari�ed.In the two-dimensional case (n = 2) the conjugate points on certain geodesicsin D(T 2) were found by G. Misio lek [Mis2]; see Section 6. It is curious that forn � 3 there are local cut (and, probably, conjugate?) points on every su�cientlylong geodesic curve. This is a consequence of the following result.Theorem 7.26 [Shn5]. Let fgtj 0 � t � Tg � D(Mn) be an arbitrary path onthe group and n � 3. If the length of the path exceeds the diameter of the group,`fgtgT0 > diamD(Mn), then there exists a path fg0tj 0 � t � Tg � D(Mn) with thesame endpoints g0 and gT that(i) is uniformly close to gt (i.e., for every " > 0 there exists a path g0t such thatdistD(M)(gt; g0t) < " for every t 2 [0; T ]) and(ii) has a smaller length: `fg0tgT0 < `fgtgT0 .In other words, if the geodesic segment gt is long enough (`fgtgT0 > diam D(Mn)),then there exists a local cut point gtc with tc < T . A shorter path can be cho-sen arbitrarily close to the initial geodesic, which on a complete �nite-dimensionalmanifold would imply the existence of a conjugate point.Proof. Let ht; 0 � t � T , be a path in D(Mn) connecting g0 and gT and suchthat `fhtgT0 < diam D(Mn) + �2 < `fgtgT0for some small � > 0. Such a path exists by the de�nition of diameter.Assume that the parametrization of the paths gt and ht is chosen in such amanner that k _gtk = const, k _htk = const, and hence we have the inequalityjfhtgT0 < jfgtgT0 for the actions as well.Let �gt ; �ht be the GF s corresponding to the classical ows gt, ht. Consider theconvex combination �� of the measures �gt ; �ht in the space X : �� := (1 � �)�gt +��ht for some 0 < � < 1. Then the total action for the generalized ow �� isjf��gT0 = (1� �) jfgtgT0 + � jfhtgT0 < jfgtgT0 :To return to the classical ows we use approximation Theorem 7.22. It guar-antees that there exists a smooth ow ft; 0 � t � T , connecting g0 and gT and



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 257weakly*-approximating the GF � together with its action, so that jfftgT0 < jfgtgT0 .The ow ft, certainly, depends on �, and it is easy to see that for small � the owft is L2-close to gt: distL2(ft; gt) < C � �1=2:Hence, for su�ciently small �, these two ows are close on the group by virtue ofTheorem 7.9: distD(Mn)(ft; gt) < " for all 0 � t � T . This completes the proof ofTheorem 7.26. �For other applications of the generalized ows and for more detail we refer to[Shn5, Shn8].x8. In�nite diameter of the group of Hamiltoniandi�eomorphisms and symplecto-hydrodynamicsThe picture changes drastically when we turn from the group of volume-preservingdi�eomorphisms of three- (and higher-) dimensional manifolds to area-preservingdi�eomorphisms of surfaces. Practically none of the aspects under considerationin the preceding section (such as metric properties and diameter of the group,existence of solutions for the variational problem of Cauchy and Dirichlet types,or completion of the group and description of attainable di�eomorphisms) can beliterally transferred to this case. It is natural to describe the properties of thegroups of area-preserving di�eomorphisms of surfaces in the more general settingof di�eomorphisms of arbitrary symplectic manifolds.Definition 8.1. A symplectic manifold (M;!) is an even-dimensional manifoldM2n endowed with a nondegenerate closed di�erential two-form !.A group of symplectomorphisms consists of all di�eomorphisms g : M !M thatpreserve the two-form ! (i.e., g�! = !). We will be considering symplectomor-phisms belonging to the identity connected component in the symplectomorphismgroup, and particularly those symplectomorphisms that can be obtained as thetime-one map of a Hamiltonian ow. By the Hamiltonian ow we mean the owof a time-dependent Hamiltonian vector �eld (having a single-valued Hamiltonianfunction). Such symplectic di�eomorphisms of M are called Hamiltonian. Denotethe group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms by Ham(M) and the corresponding Liealgebra of Hamiltonian vector �elds by ham(M).For a two-dimensional manifold the symplectic two-form ! is an area form, andthe group of area- and mass center-preserving di�eomorphisms SDi�0(M2) coin-



258 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPScides with the group Ham(M). The role of the group Ham(M) in plasma dynamicsis similar to that of the group SDi�(M) in ideal uid dynamics.The study of geodesics of right-invariant metrics on symplectomorphism groupsis an interesting and almost unexplored domain. It might be called symplecto-hydrodynamics, and it is a rather natural generalization of two-dimensional hy-drodynamics. The relation becomes even more transparent for complex or almostcomplex manifolds, where the metric h ; i is related to the symplectic structure !by means of the relation h�; �i = !(�; i �).The symplecto-hydrodynamics in higher dimensions di�ers drastically from thatin dimension two. For instance, every bounded domain on the plane can be em-bedded in any other domain of larger area by a symplectomorphism (i.e., by adi�eomorphism preserving the areas). Already in dimension four this is not alwaysthe case: Even some ellipsoids in a symplectic space cannot be embedded in aball of larger volume by a symplectomorphism [Gro]. For example, the ellipsoid1a2 (p21 + q21) + 1b2 (p22 + q22) � 1 cannot be sent into a ball p21 + q21 + p22 + q22 � R2of bigger volume if R < max(a; b). Moreover, a \symplectic camel" (a boundeddomain in the symplectic four-dimensional space) cannot go through the eye of aneedle (a small hole in the three-dimensional wall), while in volume-preserving hy-drodynamics such a percolation through an arbitrarily small hole is always possiblein any dimension.Thus the preservation of the symplectic structure ! of the phase space M bythe Hamiltonian phase ow implies some peculiar restrictions on the resulting dif-feomorphisms, making symplectomorphisms scarce among the volume-preservingmaps in dimensions � 4. (Moreover, the group of symplectomorphisms of a sym-plectic manifold is C0-closed in the group of all di�eomorphisms of the manifold,i.e., in general, a volume-preserving di�eomorphism cannot be approximated bysymplectic ones [El1, Gro]). These restrictions might even imply some unexpectedphenomena in statistical mechanics, where, in spite of the symplectic nature of theproblem, one usually takes into account the �rst integrals and volume preserva-tion only and freely permutes the particles of the phase space. One may also hopethat symplecto- (contacto-, conformo-) hydrodynamics will �nd other physicallyinteresting applications. In this section we will describe a few results known insymplecto-hydrodynamics.We will concentrate mostly on two main metrics with which the group Ham(M)can be equipped. The �rst one is the right-invariant metric, which arises from thekinetic energy and is responsible for hydrodynamic applications (we follow [ER1,2]).The second one is the bi-invariant metric introduced in [Hof] (and studied in [E-P,



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 259LaM]), which has turned out to be a powerful tool in symplectic geometry andtopology.8.A. Right-invariant metrics on symplectomorphisms. Let (M2n; !) bea compact exact symplectic manifold. This means that the symplectic form ! is adi�erential of a 1-form � : ! = d�.Such a manifold neccessarily has a nonempty boundary. Otherwise the integralZM !n = Z d(� ^ !n�1)would vanish, which is impossible since the 2n-form � = !n is a volume form onM . We �x a Riemannian metric on M with the same volume element.Definition 8.2. The right-invariant Lp-metric on Ham(M) is determined bythe Lp-norm (p � 1) on Hamiltonian vector �elds ham(M) at the identity of thegroup (for hydrodynamics, one needs the L2-case corresponding to the kinetic en-ergy of a uid). Given a path fgtj t 2 [0; 1]g � Ham(M), we de�ne its Lp-length`p(fgtg) by the formula`p(fgtg) = 1Z0 kdgtdt kLp dt = 1Z0 0@ZM kdgtdt kp�1A1=p dt:The length functional `p gives rise to the distance function distp on Ham(M) bydistp(f; g) = inf `p(fgtg);where the in�mum is taken over all paths gt joining g0 = f and g1 = g. Finally,de�ne the diameter of the group bydiamp(Ham(M)) := supf;g2Ham(M)distp(f; g):Theorem 8.3(=7.500) [ER2]. The diameter diamp(Ham(M)) of the group ofHamiltonian di�eomorphisms Ham(M) is in�nite in any right-invariant Lp-metric.Note that the strongest result is that for the L1-norm, since`p(�) � C(M;p) � `1(�):Remark 8.4. Contrary to the volume-preserving case (for dim M � 3), thein�niteness of the diameter of the symplectomorphism group has a local nature,and it is not related to the topology of the underlying manifold. The source of the



260 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS
Figure 55. Pro�le of the Hamiltonian function and the trajectories ofthe corresponding ow, which is \a long path" on the group Ham(B2).distinction between these two cases is in the di�erent topologies of the correspondinggroups of linear transformations. The fundamental group of the group of linearsymplectic transformations Ham(2n) is in�nite, while it is �nite in the volume-preserving case of SL(2n) for n > 1.To give an example of a \long path" in a group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms,we consider the unit disk B2 � R2 with the standard volume form. Then such apath on Ham(B2) is given, for instance, by the Hamiltonian ow with Hamiltonianfunction H(x; y) = (x2+y2�1)2 for a long enough period of time (Fig.55). The �nalsymplectomorphism is su�ciently far away from the identity di�eomorphism Id 2Ham(B2), since two-dimensionality prevents \highly twisted clusters of particles"to untwist via a short path.This allows one to present the following example of an unattainable di�eomor-phism of the square [Shn2]. It corresponds to the time-one map of the ow whoseHamiltonian function is depicted in Fig.56. It has \hills" of in�nitely increasingheight and with supports on a sequence of disks convergent to the boundary of thesquare.We will prove Theorem 8.3 for the case of the L2-norm and the group of sym-plectomorphisms of the ball B2n that are �xed on the boundary @B [ER1]. Themain ingredient of the proof is the notion of the Calabi invariant.8.B. Calabi invariant. Consider the group Ham@(B) of the Hamiltonian dif-
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Figure 56. An unattainable di�eomorphism of the square.feomorphisms of the ball (B2n; !) stationary on the sphere @B (! being the dif-ferential of a 1-form �, say, the standard symplectic structure ! = P dpi ^ dqi inR2n).Proposition 8.5. Given a 1-form � on the ball B and a Hamiltonian di�eo-morphism g 2 Ham@(B) �xed on the sphere @B, there exists a unique functionh : B2n ! R vanishing together with its gradient on @B and such that(8.1) � � g�� = dh:Proof. The 1-form � � g�� is closed (d(� � g��) = d� � g�d� = ! � g�! = 0)and hence exact in the ball B2n. Therefore, it is the di�erential of some functionh. The vanishing property for h is provided by the condition that g is steady onthe boundary. �Lemma{definition 8.6. The integral of the function h over the ball B does notdepend on the choice of the 1-form � satisfying d� = !. The Calabi invariant of theHamiltonian di�eomorphism g is this integral divided by (n+ 1):Cal (g) := 1n+ 1 ZB h!n:



262 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSProof. The form � is de�ned modulo the di�erential of a function. Under thechange � 7! ~� = � + df , the function h becomes ~h = h + (f � g�f), since thedi�erential commutes with pullbacks. The forms (g�f)!n and f !n have the sameintegrals, since the map g preserves the symplectic structure !. Then the integralof h is preserved:ZB ~h!n = ZB h!n + ZB (f � g�f)!n = ZB h!n = Cal (g): �Lemma{de�nition 8.6 also holds for an arbitrary symplectomorphism g of theball, �xed on the boundary. However, for Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms, there isthe following alternative description of the Calabi invariant.Let ham@(B) be the Lie algebra of the group Ham@(B) of Hamiltonian di�eo-morphisms of the ball. It consists of the Hamiltonian vector �elds vanishing on theboundary sphere @B. We shall identify it with the space of Hamiltonian functionsH, normalized by the condition that H and its di�erential both vanish on @B.(Notice that the de�nition of the Hamiltonian function corresponding to a vector�eld from ham@(B) is the in�nitesimal version of relation (8.1).)Let g 2 Ham@(B) be a Hamiltonian di�eomorphism of the n-dimensional ballB. Consider any path fgtj 0 � t � T; g(0) = Id; g(T ) = gg on the group Ham@(B)connecting the identity element with g. The path may be regarded as the owof a time-dependent Hamiltonian vector �eld on B whose normalized Hamiltonianfunction Ht (de�ned on B2n � [0; T ]) vanishes on @B along with its di�erential.Theorem 8.7 [Ca]. The integral of the Hamiltonian function Ht over B2n �[0; T ] is equal to the Calabi invariant of the symplectomorphism g:(8.2) Cal (g) = TZ0 0@ZB Ht !n1A dt:In particular, this integral does not depend on the connecting path, that is, on thechoice of time-dependent Hamiltonian Ht, provided that the time-one map g(T ) = gis �xed.Geometrically, the Calabi invariant is the volume in the (2n + 2)-dimensionalspace f(x; t; z)g = B2n � [0; T ] � R under the graph of the function (x; t) 7! z =Ht(x).



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 263Lemma 8.8. The Calabi invariant Cal : Ham@(B) ! R is the group homomor-phism of the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms of B (�xed on the boundary)onto the real line.Proof of Lemma. Let g1; g2 2 Ham@(B) ! R be two Hamiltonian di�eomor-phisms, and g = g2 � g1. We have to show that the corresponding functions h andhi; i = 1; 2, vanishing on the boundary @B and determined by the condition (8.11),satisfy the relation Z h!n = Z h1 !n + Z h2 !n:The latter holds, sincedh = � � g�� = � � g�2� + g�2� � (g2 � g1)�� = dh2 + g�2(dh1);and because g2 preserves the symplectic form !. �Remark 8.9. The kernel of the Calabi homomorphism (formed by the Hamil-tonian di�eomorphisms whose Calabi invariant vanishes) is a simple group, thecommutant of Ham@(B); see [Ban]. (The commutant of a group consists of theproducts of commutators of the group elements.)The fact that the Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms whose Calabi invariant vanishesform a connected normal subgroup is evident (one can multiply the time-dependentHamiltonian by a constant). The Lie algebra of this subgroup consists of the Hamil-tonian vector �elds whose normalized Hamiltonian functions have zero integral.The fact that the subgroup consists of the products of commutators in Ham@(B)is similar to the following. The Hamiltonian functions with vanishing integral arerepresentable as �nite sums of Poisson brackets of functions from ham@(B).The subgroup of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms with vanishing Calabi invarianthas an in�nite diameter, just as the ambient group of all Hamiltonian di�eomor-phisms of the ball [ER2].More generally, the Calabi invariant is the homomorphismof the group Symp@(B)of all symplectomorphisms of the ball (�xed on the boundary) to R. We do notknow whether the group of symplectomorphisms Symp@(B) of a 2n-dimensionalball (�xed on the boundary) and this normal subgroup fCal(g) = 0g are simplyconnected. The group Symp@(B) is known to be contractible for n = 1 [Mos1] andfor n = 2 [Gro].Proof of Theorem 8.7. Let fgt 2 Ham@(B) j 0 � t � T; g(0) = Id; g(T ) =gg be a path of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms with the time-dependent Hamiltonianfunction Ht.



264 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSOwing to the homomorphism property of Cal , it is enough to prove the relationZB h!n = (n + 1) TZ0 0@ZB Ht !n1A dtfor an \in�nitesimally short" period of time [0; T ]. In other words, we di�erentiatethis relation in t at t = 0, and will prove the identityZB � ddth� !n = (n+ 1)ZB H0 !n:Note that the time derivative at t = 0 of the left-hand side of formula (8.1) forthe di�eomorphism gt is, by de�nition, minus the Lie derivative of the 1-form �along the Hamiltonian vector �eld v = ddt jt=0gt generated by the function H = H0:(8.3) �Lv� = d� ddth� :We apply the homotopy formula Lv = ivd + div (see Section I.7.B) to the Liederivative Lv� and use the de�nition of the Hamiltonian function �dH = iv!,where ! = d�:(8.4) �Lv� = �ivd� � div� = d(H � iv�):From formulas (8.3-4) one �nds the derivative d=dt h:ddth = H � iv�:(Actually, formulas (8.3-4) allow one to reconstruct the derivative up to an additiveconstant only, which turns out to be zero by virtue of the vanishing boundaryconditions for all H; v; and h.)Now, Theorem 8.7 follows from the following lemma.Lemma 8.10. �ZB (iv�) !n = nZB H !n:Proof of Lemma. Owing to the properties of the inner derivative operator iv,we have �ZB iv� ^ !n = �ZB � ^ iv(!n)= �nZB � ^ iv! ^ !n�1 = nZB � ^ dH ^ !n�1:



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 265Moving the exterior derivative d to the 1-form � givesnZB d� ^H ^ !n�1 � n Z@B � ^H ^ !n�1 = nZB H !n;since the function H vanishes on @B. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.10 andTheorem 8.7. �Remark 8.11. Theorem 8.7 can be reformulated as follows. De�ne the Cal-abi integral of a Hamiltonian function H as RB H !n: This formula de�nes a linearfunction (or an exterior 1-form) on the Lie algebra ham@(B).The Calabi form on the corresponding group Ham@(B) is the right-invariant dif-ferential form coinciding with the Calabi integral on the Lie algebra ham@(B). TheCalabi form is actually a bi-invariant (i.e., both left- and right-invariant) 1-formon the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms Ham@(B). It immediately followsfrom the fact that the Calabi integral, de�ned on ham@(B), is invariant under theadjoint representation of this group Ham@(B) in the corresponding Lie algebraham@(B). In turn, the latter holds because a symplectomorphism sends the Hamil-tonian vector �eld of H to the Hamiltonian vector �eld of the transported function,while preserving the form !n. Hence, the symplectomorphism action preserves theintegral.The Calabi invariant Cal (g) of a Hamiltonian di�eomorphism g in Ham@(B) isthe integral of the Calabi form along a path gt in Ham@(B) joining the identitydi�eomorphism with g .Theorem 8.70. The Calabi form is exact: The integral depends only on the �nalpoint g and not on the connecting path.Although we have already proved the exactness of the Calabi form in slightlydi�erent terms, we present here a shortcut to prove its closedness. It would im-ply exactness if we knew that the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms is simplyconnected, i.e., that every path connecting the identity with g in Ham@(B) is ho-motopical (or at least homological) to any other. Unfortunately, we do not knowwhether this is the case in all dimensions (see Remark 8.9).Proof of closedness. We start with a well-known general fact:Lemma 8.12. For any right-invariant di�erential form � on a Lie group,d�(�; �) = �([�; �])



266 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSfor every pair of vectors �; � in the Lie algebra.(This formula follows from the de�nition of the exterior di�erential d; see SectionI.7.B). Therefore, the di�erential of the Calabi form is minus the integral of thePoisson bracket of two Hamiltonian functions.Lemma 8.13. Let H be a Hamiltonian function de�ned on the ball B and con-stant on the boundary @B. Then the Poisson bracket of H with another Hamiltonianfunction F has zero integral over B.Example 8.14. For two smooth functions F and H in a bounded domain D ofthe plane (p; q), ZDfF;Hg dp ^ dq = 0;provided that H is constant on @D (i.e., that the Hamiltonian �eld of H is tangentto @D). Indeed,ZDfF;Hg dp ^ dq = ZD dF ^ dH = �Z@DHdF = �H Z@D dF = 0;since H is constant on the boundary @D.Proof of Lemma 8.13. The Poisson bracket fF;Hg is (minus) the derivativeof F along the Hamiltonian vector �eld of H. Consider the 2n-form in B that isthe result of transporting the 2n-form F !n by the ow of H. This ow leaves theball B invariant, since H is constant on the boundary @B, and the correspondingHamiltonian ow is tangent to @B.Then the integral of the Poisson bracket fF;Hg is equal to (minus) the timederivative of the integral over B of this resulting form. But this Hamiltonian owpreserves !n and hence preserves the integral. Thus, the time derivative of theintegral of the transported form vanishes, and so does the integral of the Poissonbracket. �Remark 8.15. Similarly, for any two smooth functions on a closed compactsymplectic manifold, the integral of their Poisson bracket vanishes. Here one mightreplace one of the functions by a closed (nonexact) di�erential 1-form; it doesnot change the proof. Moreover, every function on a connected closed symplecticmanifold whose integral vanishes can be represented as a sum of Poisson bracketsof functions on this manifold [Arn7].The closedness of the Calabi form (the invariance of integral (8.2) under thedeformations of the path) follows immediately from Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13: The



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 267di�erential of the Calabi form is the integral of (minus) the Poisson bracket of anytwo functions from Symp@(B), which always vanishes. �Now we are ready to prove the in�niteness of the diameter of the symplectomor-phism group.Proof of Theorem 8.3 for Ham@(B2n). Let the ball B2n be equipped withthe standard symplectic structure, and let � = !n denote the corresponding volumeform. The `2-length of a path fgtg in the right-invariant metric on Ham@(B)(gt being the ow of a time-dependent Hamiltonian function Ht(x) joining theendpoints g0 = Id and g1 = g) is given by`(fgtg) = 1Z0 0@ZB kdgt(x)dt k2 �1A1=2 dt= 1Z0 0@ZB krHt(gt)k2 �1A1=2 dt = 1Z0 krHtkL2(B) dt:Then the desired estimate follows from the Poincar�e and Schwarz inequalities:`(fgtg) = 1Z0 krHtkL2(B) dt � c1 1Z0 kHtkL2(B) dt� c2 1Z0 kHtkL1(B) dt � c2 1Z0 ZB Ht �dt = c2 � Cal (g):Owing to the surjectivity of the map Cal : Ham@(B) ! R, one can �nd a Hamil-tonian di�eomorphism (see Remark 8.4) with an arbitrarily large Calabi invariantand therefore arbitrarily remote from the identity. �Analogous statements for the right-invariant metric generated by the L1-normon vector �elds ham(M) and for nonexact symplectomorphisms (Theorem 8.3 infull generality) require noticeably more work [ER2].8.C. Bi-invariant metrics and pseudometrics on the group of Hamilton-ian di�eomorphisms. The group Ham (R2n) of (compactly supported) Hamil-tonian di�eomorphisms of the standard space R2n (or the group of symplectomor-phisms of a ball that are stationary in a neighborhood of its boundary) admitsinteresting bi-invariant metrics (see [Hof, E-P, H-Z, LaM, Plt, Don]). The right-invariant metrics discussed above are de�ned in terms of the norm of vector �elds,which requires an additional ingredient, a metric on R2n. On the contrary, thebi-invariant metrics are de�ned solely in terms of the Hamiltonian functions.



268 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSDefinition 8.16 [E-P]. Any Lp-norm (1 � p � 1) on the space C10 (R2n) ofcompactly supported Hamiltonian functions assigns the length lp to any smoothcurve on the group Ham(M). Given the Hamiltonian function Ht 2 C10 (R2n) of aow from f to g, we de�nelp(f; g) := 1Z0 kHtkLp(R2n ) dt:The length functional generates a pseudometric �p on the group Ham(M) (i.e.,a symmetric nonnegative function on Ham(M) � Ham(M) obeying the triangleinequality).The pseudometrics �p are bi-invariant. This immediately follows from invarianceof the Lp-norm under the adjoint group action: The integralkHkpLp(R2n ) = ZR2n j H(x) jp !npersists under symplectic changes of the variable x. More generally, one can startwith an arbitrary symplectically invariant norm on the algebra ham (M).In particular, the distance �1(Id; f) in the L1-(pseudo)metric between anyHamiltonian di�eomorphism f 2 Ham(R2n) and the identity element Id reads�1(Id; f) = infH 1Z0 supx j H(x; t) j dt;where the in�mum is taken over all Hamiltonian functions H(x; t) correspondingto ows starting at Id and ending at f . By de�nition, �1(f; g) := �1(Id; fg�1).This bi-invariant (pseudo-)metric � is equivalent to the one introduced by Hofer[Hof]:(8.5) �01(Id; f) = infH 1Z0 (supx H(x; t) � infx H(x; t)) dt:We use the notation �1 in the sequel for both �1 and �01.Theorem 8.17 [Hof]. The (pseudo-)metric �1 is a genuine bi-invariant metricon Ham(M); i.e., in addition to positivity and the triangle inequality, the relation�1(f; g) = 0 implies that f = g.Lalonde and McDu� [LaM] showed that �1, de�ned by the same formula (8.5)for any symplectic manifold (M;!), is a true metric on the group Ham(M). They



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 269used it to prove Gromov's nonsqueezing theorem in full generality for maps ofarbitrary symplectic manifolds into a symplectic cylinder.It turns out, however, that the limit case p = 1 is the only Lp-norm on Hamil-tonians that generates a metric. For 1 � p < 1 there are distinct symplecto-morphisms with vanishing �p-distance between them [E-P]. The features of the(pseudo)metrics above are deduced from special properties of the following sym-plectic invariant, �rst introduced by Hofer for subsets of R2n and called the dis-placement energy.Let � be a bi-invariant (pseudo)metric on the group of Hamiltonian di�eomor-phisms Ham(M) of an open symplectic manifold M .Definition 8.18. The displacement energy e(A) of a subset A � M is the(pseudo)-distance from the identity map to the set of all symplectomorphisms thatpush A away from itself: e(A) = inf f �(Id; f) g, where the in�mum is taken overall f 2 Ham(M) such that f(A)\A = ;. (If there is no such f , we set e(A) := 1.)Theorem 8.19 [E-P]. Let � be a bi-invariant metric on Ham(M). Then thedisplacement energy of every open bounded subset A �M is nonzero: e�(A) 6= 0.For instance, for a disk B � R2 of radius R, the displacement energy in Hofer'smetric is �R2 [Hof]. Furthermore, the displacement energy is nonzero for everycompact Lagrangian submanifold of M [Che]. (A submanifold L of a symplecticmanifold (M2n; !) is called Lagrangian if dimL = n and the restriction of the2-form ! to L vanishes.)Proof of Theorem 8.19. First notice that for the group commutator [�; ]of any two elements �; 2 Ham(M) one has(8.6) �(Id; [�; ]) � 2 min(�(Id; �); �(Id;  )):This follows from the bi-invariance of the metric � and the triangle inequality.Choose arbitrary di�eomorphisms �; 2 Ham(M) such that their supports arein A and [�; ] 6= Id. Then Theorem 8.19 will be proved with the following lemma:Lemma 8.20. �(Id; [�; ]) � 4e�(A).Proof of Lemma. Assume that a Hamiltonian di�eomorphism h 2 Ham(M)displaces A : h(A)\A = ;. Then the di�eomorphism � := �h�1��1h has the samerestriction to A as �. Hence, ��1 � = ��1 �. Utilizing the bi-invariance and theinequality (8.6), we have�(Id; [�; ]) = �( ; ��1 �) = �( ; ��1 �) � 2�(Id; �) � 4�(Id; h):Minimization over h completes the proof. �



270 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSCorollary 8.21 [E-P]. The (pseudo)metric �p on Ham(M) generated by theLp-norm on C10 (M) is not a metric for p <1.Proof of Corollary. Let B � M be an embedded ball and fgHt g a (com-pactly supported) Hamiltonian ow that pushesB away from itself: gH1 (B)\B = ;.This ow is generated by a functionH 2 C10 (M�[0; 1]). Introduce a new Hamilton-ian function K(:; t) by smoothly cutting o� H(:; t) outside a neighborhood Ut �Mof the moving boundary gHt (@B); see Fig.57.
B gK(B)1

K(  ,t).Figure 57. Displacement of a ball with rotation.The ows of K and H coincide when restricted to the boundary @B: gKt (@B) =gHt (@B) for every t, and therefore gK1 (B) \B = ;.Shrinking the neighborhoodsUt, one can make the Lp-norm of K(:; t) (and hencethe distance �p(Id; gK1 )) arbitrarily small for every p 6= 1. Thus the displacementenergy of B associated to �p; p 6= 1 vanishes, and Theorem 8.19 is applicable. �Informally, one can push a ball away from itself with an arbitrarily low energy,but the tradeo� is an extremely fast rotation of the shifted ball near the boundary:The function K(:; t) has steep slopes (and hence a large gradient) in a neighborhoodof @B.Let us con�ne ourselves to the case of compactly supported Hamiltonian di�eo-morphisms in R2n.Remark 8.22 [E-P]. For every di�eomorphism � 2 Ham(R2n) and 1 < p <1,one has �p(Id; �) = 0. If p = 1, then �1(Id; �) = jCal(�)j.The situation is completely di�erent for the bi-invariant metrics of L1-type. Werefer the reader to [H-Z] for an account of other peculiar properties of symplecto-morphism groups.



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 271In particular, consider the embedding of the group of Hamiltonian di�eomor-phisms, say, of the ball B � R2n, into the group of all compactly supported Hamil-tonian di�eomorphisms of R2n:Theorem 8.23 [Sik]. The subgroup of all Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms Ham@(B)of a unit ball (steady near the boundary) has a �nite diameter (in Hofer's metric)in the group of all compactly supported Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms of R2n.For the di�eomorphisms with support in the ball of radius R, the diameter ismajorated by 16�R2 [H-Z]. Furthermore, for Hofer's metric the following analogueof the SDi�(M3)- and L2- metric estimates holds (cf. Theorem 7.9):Theorem 8.24 [Hof]. The metric �1 is continuous in the C0-topology: forevery  2 Ham(R2n),�1(Id;  ) � 128 (diameter of supp( )) j Id� jC0 ;where �1 is given by (8.5).The diameter result changes drastically if we consider the group Ham@(B) byitself. For every symplectic manifold M with boundary its group of Hamiltoniandi�eomorphisms Ham@(M) stationary at the boundary has an in�nite diameter inHofer's metric (compare with Theorem 8.3 asserting the in�niteness of the diameterin the right-invariant L2-metric). This follows from the existence of symplectomor-phisms with arbitrarily large Calabi invariant, which bounds below Hofer's metric;see, e.g., [ER2]. (A more subtle statement is that the diameter of the commutantsubgroup of Ham@(M), the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms with zero Calabiinvariant, is also in�nite; see [LaM].)Problem 8.25. Is the diameter of the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphismsof the two-dimensional sphere �nite in Hofer's metric?8.D. Bi-invariant inde�nite metric and action functional on the groupof volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of a three-fold. Though divergence-free vector �elds do not have analogues of Hamiltonian functions if the dimensionof the manifold is at least 3, the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of asimply connected three-dimensional manifold can be equipped with a bi-invariant(yet inde�nite) metric.Let M be a simply connected compact three-dimensional manifold equipped witha volume form �. To de�ne a bi-invariant metric, one needs to �x on the Lie algebraSVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds a quadratic form that is invariant underthe adjoint action of the group SDi�(M) (i.e., under a change of variables preserving



272 IV. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPSthe volume form). Such a form has already been introduced in Chapter III (SectionIII.1.D) as the Hopf invariant (or the helicity functional, or the asymptotic linkingnumber) of a divergence-free vector �eld.Recall that we start with a divergence-free vector �eld v on M3 and de�ne thedi�erential two-form � = iv�, which is exact on M . The Hopf invariant H(v) is theinde�nite quadratic form H(v) = ZM d�1� ^ �:The group SDi�(M) can be equipped with a right-invariant inde�nite \�nite sig-nature" metric � by right translations of H into every tangent space on the group.The quadratic form H(v) is invariant under volume-preserving changes of vari-ables by virtue of the coordinate-free de�nition of H. It follows that the corre-sponding inde�nite metric � on the group SDi�(M) is bi-invariant. This metrichas in�nite inertia indices (1;1), due to the spectrum of the d�1 (or curl�1) op-erator (see [Arn9, Smo1]). The properties of this metric, apart from those discussedin Chapter III, are still obscure.A similar phenomenon is encountered in symplectic topology (or symplecticMorse theory; see, e.g., [A-G, Arn22, Cha, Vit, Gro]). The action functional on thespace of contractible loops in a symplectic manifold also has inertia indices (1;1).Remark 8.26. For a non-simply connected three-manifold M equipped witha volume form �, the de�nition of the helicity invariant can be extended to null-homologous vector �elds (i.e., the �elds belonging to the image of the curl operator):H(v;w) = ZM (iv�) ^ d�1(iw�):Proposition 8.27. The null-homologous vector �elds form a subalgebra of theLie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds on M .Proof. For any two divergence-free vector �elds v and w on M , their commu-tator fv;wg is null-homologous : ifv;wg� = d (iviw�). �Corollary 8.28. The subgroup of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of Mcorresponding to the subalgebra of null-homologous vector �elds is endowed with abi-invariant \�nite signature" metric.The subalgebra of null-homologous vector �elds is also a Lie ideal in the ambientLie algebra of divergence-free �elds. Moreover, the null-homologous vector �eldsform the commutant (i.e., the space spanned by all �nite sums of commutatorsof elements) of the Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector �elds on an arbitrary



x8. INFINITE DIAMETER OF THE GROUP OF SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS 273compact connected manifold Mn with a volume form ([Arn7]; see also [Ban] for thesymplectic case).Remark 8.29. Consider a divergence-free vector �eld on a three-dimensionalmanifold that is exact and has a vector-potential. We can associate to this �eldsome kind of Morse complex by the following construction. Associate to a closedcurve in the manifold the integral of the vector-potential along this curve (if thecurve is homologous to zero, it is the ux of the initial �eld through a Seifert surfacebounded by our curve).We have de�ned a function on the space of curves. The critical points of thisfunction are the closed trajectories of the initial �eld. Indeed, if the �eld is nottangent to the curve somewhere, its ux through the small transverse area wouldbe proportional to the area, and the �rst variation cannot vanish.The positive and negative inertia indices of the second variation of this functionalare both in�nite. Indeed, in the particular case of a vertical �eld in a manifold�bered into circles over a surface, our functional is the oriented area of the projectioncurve. The latter is exactly the nonperturbed functional of the Rabinowitz{Conley{Zehnder theory; see [H-Z].From this theory we know that the in�niteness of both indices is not an obstacleto the application of variational principles. We may, therefore, hope that the studyof the Morse theory of our functional might provide some interesting invariants ofthe divergence-free vector �eld. In hydrodynamical terms these would be invariantsof the class of isovorticed �elds, that is, of coadjoint orbits of the volume-preservingdi�eomorphism group.The Morse index of a closed trajectory changes when the trajectory collides withanother one, that is, when a Floquet multiplier is equal to 1. For the n-fold coveringof the trajectory, the index changes when the Floquet multiplier traveling along theunit circle crosses an nth-root of unity. Thus, one may hope to have a rather fullpicture of the Morse complex at least for the curves in the total space of a circlebundle that are su�ciently close to the �bers.


